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Abstract—A new TV audio system based on the MPEG-H
3D audio standard has been designed, tested, and implemented
for ATSC 3.0 broadcasting. The system offers immersive sound
to increase the realism and immersion of programming, and
offers audio objects that enable interactivity or personalization
by viewers. Immersive sound may be broadcast using loudspeaker channel-based signals or scene-based components in
combination with static or dynamic audio objects. Interactivity
can be enabled through broadcaster-authored preset mixes or
through user control of object gains and positions. Improved
loudness and dynamic range control allows tailoring the sound
for best reproduction on a variety of consumer devices and
listening environments. The system includes features to allow
operation in HD-SDI broadcast plants, storage, and editing of
complex audio programs on existing video editor software or
digital audio workstations, frame-accurate switching of programs, and new technologies to adapt current mixing consoles
for live broadcast production of immersive and interactive sound.
Field tests at live broadcast events were conducted during
system design and a live demonstration test bed was constructed
to prove the viability of the system design. The system also
includes receiver-side components to enable interactivity, binaural rendering for headphone, or tablet computer listening,
a “3D soundbar” for immersive playback without overhead
speakers, and transport over HDMI 1.4 connections in consumer equipment. The system has been selected as a proposed
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standard of ATSC 3.0 and is the sole audio system of the
UHD ATSC 3.0 broadcasting service currently being deployed in
South Korea.
Index Terms—ATSC 3.0, MPEG-H, TV sound, immersive audio, loudness control, interactive audio, audio objects,
3D audio.

I. I NTRODUCTION
N 2014, ATSC issued a call for proposals for a new TV
audio system. The envisioned ATSC 3.0 standard was conceived to support new audio capabilities including immersive
sound and the ability to offer preset mixes of audio objects
sent in the broadcasts. Also, advanced features were part of
the requirements, such as the ability for a viewer to create
his or her own mix of transmitted objects, the combining
of objects sent over the internet with the broadcast program,
immersive sound over headphones using binaural rendering,
and the potential to correct or adjust the sound image for the
consumer’s hardware.
Concurrent with the subsequent development of ATSC 3.0,
work was being completed on the ISO/IEC MPEG-H 3D
Audio standard [1]. A consortium of companies, including
those of the authors, proposed the use of MPEG-H for ATSC
3.0 and developed an audio system for ATSC 3.0 based on the
MPEG-H audio codec and renderer. This system was successfully evaluated during feature and listening tests conducted
by the ATSC audio committee and is now a proposed standard [2] in the ATSC 3.0 suite of standards. Recently, the
system was selected by South Korea as the sole audio codec
for their deployment of ATSC 3.0.
This paper describes the new features of the MPEG-H
3D Audio standard and its use in the development of the
MPEG-H based TV Audio System adopted within ATSC 3.0.
In this paper, unless explicit mention is made of the ISO/IEC
MPEG-H 3D Audio standard, “MPEG-H” will refer to the
MPEG-H based TV Audio System of ATSC 3.0.
This paper is organized into the following major sections:
• New Features of Next-Generation Audio Systems
• Core Codec of the MPEG-H TV Audio System
Coding Tools
Scene-based Audio
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Fig. 1. Overall sound quality improvement with expansion of reproduction
system to surround and immersive / 3D formats compared to 22.2 channel
reference signal (from [3]).
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•
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Audio Scenes and Related Metadata
MPEG-H Audio Rendering
Loudness and Dynamic Range Control
MPEG-H Transport
Adapting MPEG-H for TV Broadcasting
Field Tests
New Features for TV Broadcast Systems
System Test Bed for Verification
Adapting MPEG-H for Consumer Delivery
MPEG-H and the ATSC 3.0 Development Process
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II. N EW F EATURES OF N EXT-G ENERATION
AUDIO S YSTEMS
The TV audio systems under current development have
been labeled “next-generation”. They expand prior TV audio
systems in three main functional areas.
A. Immersive Sound
Next-generation systems offer immersive sound, distinguished from surround sound by expanding the sound image
in the vertical dimension for “3D” reproduction. This offers
the user a greater sense of realism and requires less suspension
of disbelief to feel he is a part of the scene or program instead
of being a remote viewer. Studies such as [3] have shown that
perceived improvement in overall sound quality from surround
sound to immersive sound can be as large as from stereo to
surround sound, as shown in Fig. 1.
Immersive sound can be carried in three primary ways: traditional channel-based sound where each transmission channel
is associated with a studio loudspeaker position; sound carried through audio objects, which may be positioned in three
dimensions independently of loudspeaker positions; and scenebased (or Ambisonics), where a sound scene is represented by
a set of coefficient signals that are the linear weights of spatial
orthogonal spherical harmonics basis functions.
1) Channel-Based Immersive Sound: In channel-based
transmission, immersive sound is traditionally carried by
building upon the traditional 5.1 and 7.1 surround sound
speaker configurations [5] currently used for TV and Blu-ray
media. Overhead loudspeaker channels are added to these surround configurations to create sound from above the viewer.
Typically, four loudspeakers are used as shown in Fig. 2,

Fig. 2. 5.1 + 4H or 5.1.4 Loudspeaker arrangement typical of channel-based
immersive sound. This is CICP index 16 [4].

though occasionally only two front speakers may be used in
limited circumstances. The nomenclature m.n + hH or m.n.h
has been introduced in the literature where m is the number of
loudspeakers in the horizontal plane, n is the number of LFE
channels, and h is the number of overhead or “height” speakers. Some configurations are more complex and do not follow
this convention, such as the 22.2 and 10.2(b) configurations
previously established [6]. In MPEG standards, ambiguity in
loudspeaker configurations is avoided by the use of an index
table in the MPEG Coding-Independent Code Points (CICP)
standard [4].
The MPEG-H TV audio system supports CICP loudspeaker
configurations which include stereo, 5.1 surround, 7.1 surround, 5.1+4H, 7.1+4H, 10.2(b), and 22.2 arrangements,
among others.
2) Object-based Immersive Sound: Object-based audio has
previously been used in gaming and multimedia systems such
as VRML and MPEG-4 BIFS to locate sound sources in
a three-dimensional universe. In these cases, sound objects
may be occluded by structures and a user may move through
the universe or world interactively. In contrast, audio objects
for video or film use are typically mapped to a fixed coordinate system centered on a translationally static listener without
occlusion or room reverberation modeling.
Objects eventually have to be mapped or rendered to physical loudspeakers or earphones to be heard (see Section V.C).
To a certain degree, if the listening position is fixed, the use
of objects for artificial or panned sources could be argued
as merely moving a panning or rendering operation from
the mixing studio to the consumer. This, however, ignores
that transmitting these sources as objects allows them to be
interactively muted or controlled by the listener, as will be
discussed below.
The MPEG-H 3D Audio standard offers the capability to
support up to 128 channels and 128 objects, mapped to a maximum of 64 loudspeakers. However, it is not practical to
provide a decoder capable of simultaneously decoding a bit
stream of this complexity in a consumer TV receiver. Thus,
profiles have been established to limit the decoder complexity
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to practical values. The MPEG-H TV Audio System supports
the MPEG-H 3D Audio Low Complexity Profile at Level 3,
as shown in Table I.
In many implementations such as cinema sound systems,
a “bed” of fixed loudspeaker channels in the horizontal plane
is combined with overhead objects for production efficiency.
The MPEG-H System supports this combination as well.
3) Scene-based Immersive Sound: The philosophy of
Scene-based audio is to represent a localized pressure field
p(x, y, z, t) as accurately as possible. To do this using Higher
Order Ambisonics (HOA), the pressure field is represented as
a solution to the Wave equation [7] using Spherical Harmonic
basis functions:

∞
n
  ωr  
m
m
jn
a (ω, t)Yn (θ, φ) eiωt
p(r, θ, φ, ω, t) =
c m=−n n
n=0

(1)
where, c is the speed of sound, ω is the temporal angular
frequency of the wave, jn (·) is the Spherical Bessel function
of degree n and Ynm (θ, φ) are the Spherical Harmonic functions
of order n and degree m for the azimuth φ and elevation θ . This
can be viewed as a decomposition of the spatial components of
the pressure field on the orthonormal basis functions Ynm (ω, t).
The decomposed coefficients am
n (ω, t) completely describe
the soundfield and are known as the Spherical Harmonic
coefficients, HOA coefficients, HOA signals, or just as the
“coefficient signals”. For practical purposes, the infinite sum
in equation (1) is truncated to n=N, resulting in (N + 1)2
coefficient signals.
At the outset, a few advantages of representing the sound
field in this manner should be pointed out:
To rotate the sound field, one needs to just multiply the
coefficients, am
n (ω, t), by an appropriate rotation matrix. This
makes the format highly conducive to applications such as
immersive playback over headphones where tracking headrotations and movements of the listener is either a necessity
(for Virtual Reality type experiences) or at the least makes the
binaural listening experience more compelling [8], [9].
It is easy to record a live sound field [10] as
these coefficients using a number of off-the-shelf microphones including the Soundfield microphone and the wellknown Eigenmike from mhAcoustics. Once in this format,
a plethora of new tools become available to a mixer. These
include the ability to spatially attenuate sounds emanating
from specific regions of the 3D space.
It is also possible to support the offline cinematic or TV
episodic workflow where a sound field is created from audio
“stems”. This is done by modelling the stems as plane or
spherical waves emanating from a certain position in 3D space.
They can be further “mixed” to add effects such as “width”
and “diffusion”.
Since the am
n (ω, t) representation is oblivious to loudspeaker
positions, a renderer [10]–[13] is required to convert the
coefficients into loudspeaker feeds. Renderers of this type
usually take into account the number and positions of loudspeakers that are available and produce an optimum rendering
for that environment. Advanced renderers can also account for

TABLE I
L EVELS FOR THE L OW C OMPLEXITY P ROFILE OF MPEG-H 3D AUDIO

local acoustical conditions such as room reverberation. This
method of not “tying” the audio to loudspeaker positions,
allows the format to be adaptable to practically any loudspeaker layout. It also maintains the spatial resolution required
to acoustically focus into spatial regions – allowing the consumer to interact with the sound field – in a way that is not
possible with traditional channels-based audio. This approach
cannot be compared to “up-mixing” or “downmixing”, with
channels-based audio, since those processes are essentially trying to maintain the same audio experience with fewer or larger
number of speakers. For example, an up-mixed 7.1.4 signal
cannot be expected to provide additional “acoustic” information when played back over 22.2 loudspeakers.
B. Interactivity/Personalization
The use of audio objects, usually in combination with channel or scene-based audio, enables the viewer to interact with
the content to create a personalized listening experience. The
MPEG-H system describes a TV program as a graph of objects
and related metadata (see Section IV.A) that describe preset
sound mixes offered by the broadcaster and set limits on the
viewer’s control of the audio.
In the most elaborate case, the system supports sending
a program as 16 independent objects which a viewer could
change in gain from “muted” to +12 dB and position in three
dimensions independently. However, this is likely too complex
for the viewer to control or the broadcaster to produce except
in special cases.
The simplest case is perhaps the most desired and powerful:
where the dialogue or commentary for a program is sent as
an object. This allows the viewer to adjust the relative volume
or “presence” of the dialogue relative to the rest of the audio
elements in the program.
Although the broadcaster will attempt to mix the sound for
a good compromise between dialog, natural sound, music, and
sound effects, viewer preferences may vary, particularly as the
sound mix becomes more complex, such as in sports events
or action dramas.
The distribution of viewer preferences for dialogue level
in sports, as studied in [14], have been observed as bimodal.
This may be due to a desire to experience the event more as
a member of the audience and thus a desire for little or no
commentary, or a need for more intelligibility due to native
dialect or presbycusis.
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Fig. 3.

Typical preset user interface menu for MPEG-H interactivity.

This simple case can be extended to offering two or
more dialogue objects for different languages or commentary
oriented to each of the teams in a sporting event.
Dialogue is a normal element of most programming, but
object-based interactivity also creates the possibility of broadcasting programing with auxiliary or optional objects that
could not be included in a broadcast mix in the past. For
example, in tests of the MPEG-H system, additional objects
have been used to carry radio conversations of teams at auto
races.
A feature of the ATSC 3.0 audio requirements is the ability
to transmit some objects over Internet channels and combine
them in lip-sync with other audio elements in the main overthe-air broadcast. This feature could be used, for example, to
support dialogue or voice-over in less popular languages where
it is desirable to avoid consuming bandwidth in the broadcast
payload. Related to this concept is the need to support video
descriptive services, which provides an audio description of the
important visual content of a program so it can be enjoyed by
visually impaired users. In the MPEG-H system, this “VDS”
service is simply implemented as another audio object sent
over the air or on broadband networks.
Television is an activity that may involve passive viewing
or intense engagement depending on the content, viewer, and
environment. Fine and unlimited control of the audio elements
in a program is possible and may be desired by enthusiast
viewers. However, casual viewers, particularly during the initial deployment of interactive audio, will likely benefit from
simple interactivity that is limited to a single button-push on
their remote control.
The MPEG-H system has been designed with presets to
accomplish this. A broadcaster can prepare mixes (including
the default or main mix of the program) using authoring tools
that specify an ensemble of gain and position settings for
objects to create preset mix selections presented on a simple
menu to the user, as shown in Fig. 3.
C. Universal Delivery
The traditional TV broadcast environment uses a welldefined end-to-end solution to deliver audio content to the end
user. Accordingly, it has been a good compromise to define
a particular target loudness and dynamic range for this specific
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delivery channel and well-known type of sound reproduction
system of the receiving device.
However, new types of delivery platforms and infrastructures have become significant and are constantly evolving. In
a multi-platform environment, the same MPEG-H content is
delivered through different distribution networks (e.g., broadcast, broadband and mobile networks) and is consumed on
a variety of devices (e.g., AVR, TV set, mobile device) in
different environments (e.g., silent living room, noisy public
transport).
From the consumer’s point of view, the characteristics of the
audio content should fit the individual listening condition and
preference irrespective of the origin and distribution channel
of the content. As a consequence of the wide variability of
listening environments, flexible adaptation of the audio content
is required to avoid user annoyance in many cases. To be
more specific, here are a few examples that illustrate common
problems that may result from the scenario described above:
• The user needs to adjust the playback volume when
switching between different distribution channels because
the loudness is not consistent.
• Consecutive program items usually do not share a common loudness level, e.g., a movie is followed by an
annoyingly loud commercial.
• The intelligibility of movie dialog is adversely affected
in soft parts due to a noisy listening environment.
• The dynamic range of the audio content is too large for
the desired playback level: The level of loud parts of
a movie is annoyingly high when soft parts are just loud
enough; or soft parts are inaudible when loud parts are
at a reasonable level.
• The dynamic range of the audio content is too large for
the employed playback device, e.g., low-quality loudspeakers in portable devices.
• The audio signal clips after downmixing the original
content to a lower number of playback loudspeakers.
To meet the requirements of multi-platform environments,
the MPEG-H system offers a flexible tool set for dynamic
range and loudness control, which is based on the MPEG-D
Dynamic Range Control (DRC) standard [15]. MPEG-D DRC
defines a comprehensive metadata format – including program
loudness information and time-varying gain values – and how
it is applied. The metadata is typically generated by the content
provider and attached to the content. The audio content is
delivered unmodified and the metadata can be applied at the
receiver if desired. The content provider has full control of the
whole process and can ensure that the DRC metadata produces
a high-quality result in all scenarios.
For the integration into the MPEG-H system, additional
requirements for interactive and immersive audio have been
taken into account and corresponding extensions have been
added. The dynamic range and loudness control tools of the
system provide automatic loudness normalization to a desired
target level regardless of the given content format, the loudspeaker configuration for playback, or the user’s selection of
a specific preset of the delivered next-generation audio content. It allows reversible adaptation of the dynamic range
of the audio as appropriate for the content type, listening
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environment, and capabilities of the receiving device, as well
as user preferences.

TABLE II
MPEG-H AUDIO C ORE T OOLS

III. C ORE C ODEC OF THE MPEG-H TV
AUDIO S YSTEM
The MPEG-H 3D Audio standard builds upon the previous
generations of MPEG audio codecs such as Advanced
Audio Coding (AAC), High Efficiency Advanced Audio
Coding (HE-AAC) and Extended High Efficiency Advanced
Audio Coding (xHE-AAC) of Unified Speech and Audio
Coding (USAC). The MPEG-H TV Audio System uses a powerful subset of efficient audio coding tools from the Low
Complexity (LC) profile of the MPEG-H 3D Audio standard.
Like its predecessor, USAC, MPEG-H includes a perceptual
audio transform coder similar to AAC [16] and a dedicated
speech coder, both of which can be alternatively used dependent on the type of signal content to be coded. Also, MPEG-H
includes enhanced noise filling as well as audio bandwidth
extension functionality. In combination with the multi-channel
joint coding tool, said techniques extend the codec’s operational range at satisfactory perceptual quality towards lower
bit rates.
Table II provides a list of the most important coding modules and tools that are contained in USAC, MPEG-H Audio
Low Complexity Profile and the MPEG-H Audio High Profile,
respectively. The MPEG-H Audio High Profile incorporates
all tools inherited from USAC plus all the newly introduced
tools of MPEG-H. The MPEG-H Audio Low Complexity
Profile contains a subset of these, which – by design – enable
decoding at low computational complexity. Specifically, with
respect to USAC, Intelligent Gap Filling (IGF), an improved
Linear Predictive Domain (LPD) coding mode, predictors for
Frequency Domain (FD) coding mode and Transform Coded
Excitation (TCX), and a Multichannel Coding Tool (MCT)
have been added to the core codec. As shown in Fig. 4, newly
introduced functionality for MPEG-H with respect to USAC
is marked in dashed boxes.
This section describes the coding tools that have been newly
introduced to MPEG-H Audio with respect to USAC and form
the basis of the MPEG-H TV Audio System’s audio core
codec. The descriptions mainly focus on the related decoder
functionality, since MPEG standards are foremost strict definitions of bit stream formats and descriptions of the necessary
decoder functionality to arrive at a compliant audio output.
A. Frequency Domain Coding Mode, FD
The Frequency Domain Coding Mode (FD mode) of
MPEG-H is derived from USAC’s xHE-AAC mode and is
preferably applied for high and medium bit rate coding general audio content. The FD mode allows representing audio
signals with (almost) transparent audio quality at less than
2 bits per audio sample.
B. Linear Predictive Domain Coding Mode, LPD
The Linear Predictive Domain Coding Mode (LPD) is an
extended speech coder derived from USAC’s LPD mode that
has a transform based extension (TCX) which can handle

mixed content and music. It is beneficially applied for low
bit rate speech and mixed content coding.
C. Intelligent Gap Filling, IGF
Intelligent Gap Filling (IGF) is a semi-parametric audio coding technique which enhances the performance of transformbased core coders of MPEG-H in FD and in LPD’s TCX
mode under low bit rate conditions [17], [18]. Through sharing the MDCT transform domain with the transform coder,
IGF is computationally much more efficient than other techniques which require their own analysis and synthesis filter
bank pairs for a dedicated processing domain, e.g., the QMF
(Quadrature Mirror Filter) domain.
Low bit rates will force a coarse quantization of spectral
data, which may lead to large zeroed parts, called spectral
gaps, in the frequency domain signal, primarily in the high
frequency (HF) region. IGF fills these spectral gaps in a synthetic semi-parametric fashion using the de-quantized spectral
data from the core coder’s low frequency (LF) region together
with parametric side information extracted on the encoder side.
Although IGF is not limited to bandwidth extension (BWE)
functionality, it can operate in a similar manner as a traditional
audio bandwidth extension. The IGF decoder reconstructs
missing high frequency (HF) content within the IGF range
by copying up low frequency (LF) content to HF content, as
depicted in Fig. 5. IGF offers several alternative spectral segmentation possibilities within the copy-up procedure to enable
a selection of best-matching LF content.
Nevertheless, a transform coder using IGF is still capable of full-band coding, if required, since selected parts of
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Fig. 5.

IGF decoder: copy up from IGF source range to IGF target range.

Fig. 6.

Signal flow of an IGF decoder.

TTS [19] is an extension to TNS and is functional to control
the temporal envelope of IGF-generated HF content to prevent
pre- and post-echoes.
In some cases there might be a mismatch between LF and
HF content, for example if the LF band has tonal properties
whereas the HF band is noisy. With IGF whitening the IGF
encoder calculates and transmits parameters to fix this sort of
mismatches on the decoder side through flattening the spectral
envelope.
IGF also supports joint coding in channel pairs to mitigate
spatial unmasking effects.
To save bits, for very low bit rates the IGF low resolution
mode is an option to encode the IGF envelope in a coarser
scheme. The default mode is IGF high resolution.
D. Long-Term Post-Filter, LTPF

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the MPEG-H audio core decoder. The blocks
“eSBR” and “MPEG Surround” are not applicable in the MPEG-H Low
Complexity Profile and thus the MPEG-H TV Audio System.

the quantized MDCT signal, the remaining waveforms, which
may be, e.g., prominent tonal portions of the audio signal,
are still encoded with the MDCT transform core coder. These
remaining waveforms will be decoded in a waveform preserving manner and mixed with the IGF-generated semi-parametric
HF content.
Fig. 6 shows the basic signal flow of IGF in the
decoder: De-quantized MDCT values are passed together
with IGF side-information to the IGF decoder. IGF reconstructed MDCT values and all de-quantized MDCT values
are added. The obtained full-band signal is temporally shaped
through Temporal Noise Shaping (TNS) and Temporal Tile
Shaping (TTS), and finally transformed to time domain PCM
audio via inverse MDCT.

The Long-Term Post-Filter (LTPF) is a prediction-based
decoder postprocessor tool that improves perceptual quality
for tonal signals at low bit rates.
In transform-coding (especially at low bit rates), tonal
components tend to suffer from roughness (or so-called “warbling”) due to unintended temporal modulation caused by
coarse quantization in the MDCT domain. The LTPF improves
coding gain and mitigates these artifacts.
The LTPF is activated by the encoder for FD- and TCXmode based on the prediction gain. In this case, the pitch lag
and prediction gain are quantized and transmitted using 11 bits
per frame.
In the decoder, the LTPF is realized as a pitch adaptive
filter, whose filter coefficients are derived from the pitch lag
and gain extracted from the bit stream. The filter processes
the time-domain output subsequent to the FD- or LPD-core
decoder individually for each channel.
E. Multichannel Coding Tool, MCT
The Multichannel Coding Tool (MCT) is specifically
designed for a more flexible and efficient joint coding of
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Fig. 7.
Placement of stereo coding pairs for different phantom source
locations.

multichannel signals in the FD coding path. MCT allows flexible and signal-adaptive placement and cascading of jointlycoded stereo pairs, which significantly improves coding of
signals with time-variant channel correlations, e.g., left-right
vs. front-back joint coding as depicted in Fig. 7, and signals
with high similarities between more than two channels. This
advantage can be especially exploited with immersive audio
productions. However, subjective listening tests have shown
significant improvements of up to 10 MUSHRA points for
5.1 at 144 kbps compared to fixed left/right coding pairs [20].
Especially in terms of immersive audio, pre-defined
joint-channel coding topologies cannot cover all possible
inter-channel relations as they do not scale linearly with
the number of channels. Hence, a more flexible solution is
required and provided as part of the MPEG-H core codec. The
encoder measures the correlation between all MCT-processed
channels. Pairs of two channels with the highest correlation
are selected and processed by a stereo operation. The resulting
ordered list of channel pairs, the so-called stereo coding tree,
highly depends on signal characteristics and is calculated on
a frame-by-frame basis. This allows a joint optimization of the
stereo coding tree, stereo coding parameters and quantization
of spectral information to improve perceptual quality.
In the decoder, the inverse stereo operation is performed
consecutively for all transmitted channel pairs.
The channel pairs and corresponding stereo processing side
information are transmitted in the bit stream using efficient
signaling mechanisms. Accounting for its time-variant property, the stereo coding tree can either be signaled explicitly by
transmission of jointly coded stereo pairs or by means of a bit
indicating the use of the previous stereo coding tree. As well
as supporting full-band, semi-full-band, and band-wise resolution, the pair-wise stereo coefficients are differentially coded
in either the frequency- or time-direction, heavily influencing
the coding efficiency of the MCT’s side information.
For low bit rate operation modes, spectral parts of the “side”
or “residual” signal that have been quantized to zero by coarse
quantization can be reconstructed by Stereo Filling [20], [21]
improving the overall perceptual impression.
F. LPD Stereo
LPD stereo is a joint stereo coding tool dedicated to
the Linear Predictive Domain (LPD) core of MPEG-H.
It is an advanced Mid-Side stereo (M/S) using prediction or

Fig. 8.

High level LPD stereo decoder block diagram.

parametric modelling of the Side signal. It can be seen as
the counterpart of the joint stereo coding of the Frequency
Domain (FD) core. LPD stereo is designed to work in both
ACELP and TCX modes. Since ACELP is performed in the
time domain, LPD stereo adds a DFT analysis and synthesis
stage at the front-end and the back-end of the LPD mono core
coder. The stereo tool was specifically designed for improving
the processing of stereo speech at low bit rates less than or
equal to 32kbps.
LPD stereo is a joint M/S stereo coding, where the
Mid-channel is coded by the mono LPD core coder and the
Side-channel coded in the DFT domain. The principle of
the decoder is depicted in Fig. 8.
The decoded Mid-channel is output from the LPD mono
decoder and then processed by the LPD stereo module. The
stereo decoding is done in the DFT domain where the Left
and Right channels are derived from the decoded Mid-channel,
the decoded stereo parameters and the decoded and predicted
Side-channel. The reconstructed Left and Right channels are
transformed back in the time domain before being eventually
combined with the output channels from the FD core in case
of transition from one core to other one. The FD core uses
then its own built-in joint stereo tools operating in the MDCT
domain.
LPD stereo is a semi-parametric stereo coding. The
Mid-channel is a signal-adaptive active downmix of the
phase aligned input channels exploiting the Inter-channel
Phase Differences (IPDs). It preserves the mid-energy of
the two input channels and avoids typical passive downmixing artifacts like comb-filtering or signal cancellation.
The resulting Side-channel is predicted from the Mid-channel
using Inter-channel Level Differences (ILDs). The residual
of the prediction can either be vector quantized or simply
parametrically represented by its energy per frequency band.
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G. Frequency Domain Predictor, FDP
The frequency domain prediction (FDP) is a tool for removing temporal redundancy in harmonic signals in the MDCT
domain thus improving the subjective perceptual quality for
this class of signals. It can be used on individual channels of
the FD mode as well as in the TCX part of the LPD mode. The
FDP features a design using largely fixed-point calculations as
far as possible to ensure consistent operation across different
platforms. Furthermore it has low computational complexity
and low coding overhead as it only requires a 1 bit On/Off
flag and an 8 bit value for signaling the harmonic spacing of
the signal.
The working principle of the FDP in the encoder is to
remove redundant harmonic components in a frame, using the
quantized MDCT spectra of previous frames. By exploiting
the special properties of harmonic signals, the harmonic components can be restored by means of the previous frames and
the signaled harmonic spacing information in the decoder.
H. Time-domain Bandwidth Extension, TBE
The Time-domain Bandwidth Extension (TBE) is a parametric bandwidth extension method for enhancing the low
bit rate perceptual quality of speech and speech-dominant
signals. The basic principle is a harmonic extension of the
ACELP excitation signal, a by-product of ACELP encoding
and decoding, followed by spectral and temporal adaptation
to approximate the original characteristics of an input signal. This approach enables the TBE to preserve a realistic
harmonic structure while reconstructing even high temporal
fluctuations of a signal – both of which are important key
features in human speech.
Fig. 9 depicts the effect of the nonlinear modeling (NL)
in the harmonic extension module of the TBE schematically.
By applying a nonlinear distortion to the up-sampled ACELP
core excitation, the harmonic extension module boosts the fundamental frequency harmonics and spreads them beyond the
core coder range while preserving the correct harmonic spacing based on the fundamental frequency F0 . This nonlinear
modeled excitation signal provides the basis for both, TBE
encoding and decoding.
The TBE in MPEG-H supports three types of non-linear
modeling, given by
excNL,smooth = abs(exccore )
excNL,harmonic = εN · sign(exccore ) · (exccore )2
excNL,hybrid = HLP (z) · εN · sign(exccore ) · (exccore )2
+ HHP (z) · abs(exccore )
where exccore is the ACELP core excitation, εN is an energy
normalization factor, HLP (z) and HHP (z) correspond to low
pass and high pass filter transfer functions and excNL is the
resulting nonlinear modeled excitation. The different harmonic
extension options smooth, harmonic & hybrid allow for a
specific adaptation of the modeling according to an input
signal’s characteristics.
As a first encoding step, the original audio input gets split
at half of the Nyquist frequency fny /2 and resampled to form

Fig. 9.
TBE nonlinear modeling: the up-sampled core excitation spectrum (upper panel) and the bandwidth extended NL excitation spectrum after
application of the non-linearity within the harmonic extension module.

Fig. 10.

TBE decoder block diagram.

a time-domain low band and a time-domain high band signal. The low band signal is processed by the ACELP encoder
while the high band signal and the output of the harmonic
extension module are fed to the TBE parameter extraction.
Subsequently, parameters which are suited for temporally and
spectrally adapting the harmonic extension signal to resemble
the characteristics of the target high band signal are extracted.
Those parameters, i.e., gain values for controlling the overall energy and the temporal envelope, LPC coefficients for
modeling the spectral envelope and a factor for adjusting the
mixing ratio of the harmonic extension signal and noise, are
quantized and written to the bit stream.
The basic signal flow and major functional blocks of the
TBE decoder are shown in Fig. 10. After dequantization, the
parameters from the bit stream are used to adapt the harmonic
extension signal to synthesize the TBE output signal. The low
band ACELP and the TBE high band decoder signals are each
resampled and added subsequently to result in the fullband
audio output signal.
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Fig. 11. MUSHRA scores for HOA items coded between 160 kb/s and
768 kb/s. The items were of HOA order 3, 4, and 6.

Fig. 12.

HOA Encoding in MPEG-H.

I. HOA Spatial Compression
The MPEG-H standard provides an unprecedented state-ofthe-art coding efficiency for scene-based audio content [22].
Broadcast quality transmission (80 MUSHRA points) of
HOA content up to sixth order is achieved at bitrates
as low as 300 kb/s and transparent quality transmission
(90 MUSHRA points) at 500 kb/s independent of the
HOA order (see Fig. 11). The following paragraphs describe
how the MPEG-H technology is able to achieve this amount
of compression.
The first stage of MPEG-H encoding for HOA coefficient
signals attempts to decompose the signals into “predominant”
(or “foreground”) components and “ambient” (or “background”) components. This is shown in Fig. 12. The decomposition can be interpreted as a way to decorrelate the
HOA signal. The “predominant” or “foreground” components
are signals that are perceptually distinguishable from the ambience and are therefore decorrelated from the rest of the sound
field. The residual sound field (left-over after the extraction of
the predominant sounds) constitute the ambient component.
Each predominant component has associated with it a set of
data (side-information) that define its spatial characteristics –
such as location and width.
One way to conceptualize the decomposition of the predominant signals is using the following equation:
H=si diT ,

(2)

where, si and di are column vectors depicting the ith predominant component and its associated directional characteristics

respectively. The di vectors carry the directional characteristics
decoupled from the temporal characteristics of the predominant signal. The resulting H matrix is the spatio-temporal
representation of the predominant signal. The decomposition
can be carried out in a frame-by-frame manner at a resolution
of approximately 20 ms per frame. Examples of the di vector
plotted in 3D space is shown in Fig. 13.
Various techniques [23] can be used to achieve this decomposition such that maximal decorrelation and energy compaction is achieved. The predominant components, using its
associated set of information, is used to recombine with the
ambient components to recreate the HOA signal at the decoder.
The number of predominant signals (P(t)) and ambient signals (A(t)) add up to the total number of “Transport” signals
(T = P(t)+A(t)). The residual sound field may go through
a further decorrelation process to represent the ambient part
of the sound field using A(t) number of signals. The numbers
P(t) and A(t) can change over time while the total number of transport signals, T, is usually kept constant. This
means that channel-assignment information needs to be sent
to the decoder. The channel-assignment data, side-information
data for the predominant components along with any further
information about the ambient components constitute the total
side-information – requiring approximately up to 10 kb/s. The
value of T is usually a function of the overall target bit rate
and is set between 6 and 12. For sixth-order HOA signals
(49 HOA coefficients), this represents a dimensionality reduction factor of up to 8. For fourth-order signals the reductions
are up to factor 4.
The T transport signals are subsequently processed by the
core coding tools described in Section III to achieve further
compression. The di vectors are quantized using scalar or
vector quantization methods – both being allowed in MPEG-H.
At the decoder, the T transport channels are reconstituted
from the core decoder before the ambient and predominant
components are reconstructed and recombined to reproduce
the HOA coefficients. This is shown in Fig. 14. The HOA signal can be subjected to loudness and gain control using
Dynamic Range Control (DRC) parameters that are sent within
the MPEG-H bit stream. MPEG-H provides an interface to the
decoder to allow the local loudspeaker layout to be communicated to the HOA renderer which then produces optimal feeds
for that specific layout.
An inherent challenge with deploying Scene-Based-Audio
in traditional (non-IP based) Television plants lies in the ability to transport the HOA signals from one part of the plant to
the other. Typically, this challenge is due to the use of SD-SDI
and HD-SDI routers which limits the number of PCM signals
transportable through the TV plant to 8 and 16 respectively.
This in turn would limit the HOA order to first or third order
respectively. The third order HOA signal would take up the
entire embedded 16 HD-SDI channel, meaning that other services such as those for the visually impaired or the ability to
have a second mix (e.g., stereo) would be impossible. In order
to accommodate the ability to send HOA through both SD-SDI
and HD-SDI signals, it is possible to decouple the HOA spatial compression stage of the MPEG-H encoding from the
core coding stage [24]. This allows the representation of any
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Fig. 14.
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Spatial plots of various di vectors.

HOA Decoding in MPEG-H.

orders of HOA content using as low as seven PCM channels
(six PCM channels plus one channel for the side-information).
This means that a) an HOA signal can be transported through
SD-SDI framework and still provide one PCM channel for
other services and b) it is possible to deliver fully immersive
audio material within existing SD-SDI infrastructures by using
one more PCM channel than what would be needed for 5.1.
IV. AUDIO S CENES AND R ELATED M ETADATA
A. Introduction
Separate audio tracks / sound events and their associated
metadata are called “audio elements” in MPEG-H. Audio
elements are structured in so-called “audio scenes”, using the
concepts of groups, switch groups and presets.
Dynamic metadata define object trajectories with high resolution in time. This allows for an accurate reproduction of
rapid object movements.
The metadata definition in MPEG-H contains all needed
information for reproduction and rendering in arbitrary reproduction layouts.
1) Audio Scene Information: MPEG-H supports several use
cases for audio interactivity and object-based audio, such as
changing the position or gain of single elements or selecting
from different audio scene which offers different languages or
semantic contents [1], [25].
The metadata contains information about the hierarchical structure of elements inside the bit stream, high-level

information of audio elements. It also contains restrictive
metadata that defines how interaction is possible or enabled
by the content creator.
a) Structural metadata: The hierarchical structure facilitates the reference to interactivity options and compilation
of Audio Scenes, as shown in Fig. 15. The smallest entity
to refer to is called a Group, which is a concept for
defining arrangements of related elements, e.g., for common interactivity and simultaneous rendering. A use case for
groups of elements is the definition of channel-based recordings (stems, sub-mixes) as audio elements (e.g., a stereo
recording where the two signals should only be manipulated
as a pair).
The concept of a Switch Group describes a grouping of
mutually exclusive elements, i.e., only one of these elements
is played back at a time. This is convenient, for example, for
switching between tracks with dialogue in different languages
or other audio tracks whose semantic content is not sensible
to be played back simultaneously.
By the signaling of high level metadata describing the language and the content type (e.g., language tracks or audio
description for visually impaired) the MPEG-H system will
be able to adjust the playback. It allows the automatic selection of language or the application of dynamic compression
and ducking, e.g., to compensate the gains of a voice over and
the main language track.
Using the concept of Presets the combination of previously
mentioned Groups and Switch Groups can be combined to
present different Audio Scenes to the user from the same bit
stream, e.g., a sports event or a match between two teams with
different stadium atmospheres or commentaries, one in favor
of the home team and one in favor of the guest team.
The combination of Presets and high level metadata is able
to select an individualized audio scene adjusted to the needs
of the viewer by enhancing the dialog volume or selecting
a different language track.
b) Interactivity control metadata: The metadata allows
for the definition of different categories of user interactivity
as listed below.
On-Off Interactivity – The content of the referred group is
either played back or discarded.
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Fig. 16.

Fig. 15. An audio scene consisting of multiple groups and one switch group.

Gain Interactivity – The overall loudness of the current
audio scene will be preserved but the prominence of the
referred signal will be increased.
Positional Interactivity – The position of a group of objects
can interactively be changed. The ranges for azimuth and
elevation offset, as well as a distance change factor can be
restricted by metadata fields.
In order to reflect the content creator’s opinion to what
extent her or his artistic intent may be modified, the interactivity definitions include minimum and maximum ranges for
each parameter (e.g., the position could only be changed in
a range between an offset of −30◦ and 30◦ azimuth).

B. Dynamic Object Metadata
The merits of object-based representation of a sound scene
have been embraced by sound producers, e.g., to convey
sound effects like the fly-over of a plane or spaceship. Audio
objects are signals that are to be reproduced so as to originate
from a specific target location that is specified by associated
side information. In contrast to channel signals, the actual
placement of audio objects can vary over time and is not necessarily pre-defined during the sound production process but
by rendering it to the target loudspeaker setup at the time of
reproduction [26].
Each object-based audio track has associated dynamic
object metadata that describes the temporal change of the
object properties which consist of the following types [1], [27].
Position and Gain - An object’s position is given in spherical coordinates (azimuth, elevation, distance, see Fig. 16).
The gain of an object, which should be applied to the objectbased audio track during rendering, is described by a linear
gain value.
Spread – The spread of an object is defined by three parameters, namely width, height and depth. These parameters allow
spreading the energy of objects over multiple loudspeakers,
thus creating the perception of audio sources with increased
extent.
Divergence – If a divergence parameter larger than 0 is
specified, two additional objects will be rendered in addition
to the original object, such that a phantom object is created in
the position of the original object. The value of the divergence

Spherical coordinates azimuth ϕ, elevation  and distance d.

parameter controls the gain balance between the three object
instances.
Diffuseness – The diffuseness parameter describes the diffuseness of an object as a value between 0.0 (not diffuse) and
1.0 (totally diffuse).
Closest Speaker Flag – The closest speaker flag will inform
a renderer to send the object’s audio to the nearest loudspeaker,
rather than generating a phantom image between loudspeakers.
Sector Exclusion – The sector exclusion parameter indicates which loudspeakers/room zones the object should not
be rendered through.
isScreenRelative – This parameter indicates whether the
object is screen-relative (flag is equal to 1) or not (flag is
equal to 0).
Priority – The priority parameter describes the importance
of an object (0 to 7). It allows a renderer to discard an object
below a certain level of importance if necessary.
Because of the dynamic change of the object characteristics, this metadata would ideally be repeated at a high rate
within the bit stream. As this would result in a relatively high
data rate if a high number of objects are present, an efficient
data compression method for the dynamic object metadata is
utilized. For random-access support, a full transmission of the
complete set of dynamic object metadata happens on a regular
basis, i.e., intra-coded metadata. In-between full transmissions,
only differential metadata is transmitted [25].
C. Relationship to ADM-BW64
One approach for a general description model for
audio-related metadata is the so-called Audio Definition
Model (ADM), which is an open common metadata model. Its
current version is specified in the ITU (ITU-R BS.2076 [28]),
but an older version (with a reduced set of metadata) has been
published by the EBU in EBU Tech 3364 [29] and as part
of the EBU Core metadata set in EBU Tech 3293 [30]. The
primary specification language of the ADM is XML. It can
describe characteristics of objects, channels and HOA. The
ADM is designed especially for use in RIFF/WAV-based
environments. ADM metadata can be embedded in specific
RIFF/WAVE chunks. The RIFF/WAVE-based format, which
is best suited to carry metadata compliant to the current
ADM definition (ITU-R BS.2076) is the so-called BW64
(Broadcast Wave 64) format. It has been specified by the ITU
as Recommendation ITU-R BS.2088 [31] and is a successor
of the “Broadcast Wave File” (BWF), extending the functionality to be able to contain more data in a more flexible way.
A detailed overview of the ADM and the carriage of ADM
metadata in BW64 files can be found in [27].
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Block diagram of the MPEG-H rendering stage.

With the usage of ADM metadata in BW64, immersive and
interactive audio can be carried and the combination of ADM
and BW64 provides an open interchange format for immersive
and personalized audio between content creators and broadcasters. As a RIFF/WAVE-based format, BW64 provides the
means to store uncompressed audio data with a high fidelity.
It supports high sampling rates and bit-depths as required for
long-term archiving. With the support of large file sizes, a high
number of objects can be stored, such that no removal or combination of single objects has to happen to reduce the file
size. As the BW64 format supports the carriage of any XML
metadata in a specific chunk, BW64 files can in addition to
ADM metadata also contain supplementary metadata required
for archiving purposes. Examples are technical metadata from
production, post-production and broadcasting stages.
Both the ADM metadata definition and the MPEG-H 3D
Audio metadata scheme have similar concepts to describe the
content of an audio scene. Both models have the means to
define grouping of audio elements, to define exclusive-or relationships (i.e., switch groups in MPEG-H 3D Audio) and to
define different “pre-mixes” within an audio scene (called
<audioProgrammes> in the ADM and presets in MPEG-H
3D Audio).
The describable audio characteristics are also comparable. Characteristics such as object position, spread (called
<width>, <height> and <depth> in the ADM), gain, diffuseness, divergence, the relation of objects to the screen etc.
can be defined in both metadata models with similar means
and descriptors.
As described above, the main concepts of the ADM and
the MPEG-H 3D Audio Metadata are similar. There is a very
high compatibility between both models. Therefore, content
and audio scenes provided by means of ADM-BW64 can be
transferred to MPEG-H and vice versa.
V. MPEG-H AUDIO R ENDERING
A. The MPEG-H Rendering Stage
MPEG-H offers the possibility for rendering of channelsbased content, object-based content and Higher Order
Ambisonics (HOA) as a scene-based audio representation. As
shown in Fig. 17, channel-based signals are mapped to the
target reproduction loudspeaker layout using a “format converter” module. The format converter generates high-quality
downmixes to convert the decoded channel signals to numerous output formats, i.e., for playback on different loudspeaker

layouts (including non-ideal loudspeaker placement). Objectbased signals are rendered to the target reproduction loudspeaker layout by the object renderer, which maps the signals
to loudspeaker feeds based on the metadata and the locations
of the loudspeakers in the reproduction room. The object renderer applies Vector Base Amplitude Panning and provides an
automatic triangulation algorithm of the 3D surface surrounding the listener for arbitrary target configurations. HOA content
is rendered to the target reproduction loudspeaker layout using
the associated HOA metadata by a HOA renderer that uses
simple matrix operations for manipulation and rendering.
The MPEG-H rendering stage consists of a pre-processing
stage followed by the individual renderer modules that render
the different audio representations to the target layout. For the
pre-processing, a so-called “element metadata preprocessor”
module is defined.
The “element metadata pre-processor” module prepares
the audio elements for rendering and play-out. It handles
user interaction (e.g., choice of a preset) and evaluates the
logic implied by the definition of switch groups for mutually
exclusive content.

B. Format Converter
The Format Converter renders channel-based audio content
transmitted in a specific multi-channel format to the target
format defined by the actual reproduction loudspeaker layout.
To produce high output signal quality, the format converter
in the MPEG-H system provides the following features:
• Automatic generation of optimized downmix matrices,
taking into account non-standard loudspeaker positions.
• Support for optionally transmitted downmix matrices to
preserve the artistic intent of a producer or broadcaster.
• Application of equalizer filters for timbre preservation.
• Advanced active downmix algorithm to avoid downmixing artifacts.
In addition to the active downmix, passive (i.e., not signaladaptive) downmix processing can be chosen if required, e.g.,
to emulate legacy downmix behavior.
The Format Converter features multiple mechanisms for
setting the actual downmixing gains to cover all potential
scenarios: Downmix configurations can be embedded in the
bit stream or decoder generated gains can be applied. All
options to set the downmix gains are under full control of
the broadcaster or content author. They can be described as
follows:
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First, the MPEG-H system allows for the transmission of
predefined downmix specifications for multiple target channel
configurations. Especially in broadcast applications, a producer or content provider may want to retain control over the
decoder downmix process, e.g., for artistic reasons. The target channel configuration is defined by nominal loudspeaker
positions plus optional displacement information. Transmitted
downmix matrices are applied by the Format Converter if the
target channel configuration matches the layout assigned to
the transmitted matrices. The Format Converter uses a matching scheme to determine if any of the predefined downmix
specifications (identified by different “downmixIds”) fits to the
output setup and selects the most appropriate one. Downmix
matrices are transmitted using an efficient compression scheme
exploiting symmetries of the channel configurations as well as
of the downmix gain matrix. In addition to the downmixing
gains, also parametric equalizers can be specified in the bit
streams, which are applied to the input signals in the downmix
processing.
Second, since any unpredictable combination of transmitted
format and target format may occur, the format converter features an algorithm for the automatic generation of an optimized
downmix matrix for the given combination of input and output formats: It applies an algorithm that selects for each input
loudspeaker the most appropriate mapping rule from a list
of rules that has been designed to incorporate psychoacoustic considerations. It takes into account the actual loudspeaker
positions, compensating for deviations from nominal layout
geometries. Each rule describes the mapping from one input
channel to one or several output loudspeaker channels. The
optimal mapping for each input channel is selected depending on the list of output loudspeakers that are available in the
desired output format. Each mapping defines downmix gains
for the input channel under consideration as well as potentially also an equalizer that is applied to the input channel
under consideration.
Decoder generated downmix gains are always used if no
applicable downmix matrix is found in the bit stream for the
desired target loudspeaker configuration. Like for the transmitted downmix gains, also for decoder generated downmix
matrices “downmixIds” can be assigned to them. The concept
of “downmixIds” allows coupling, e.g., renderings to particular
loudspeaker configurations with other MPEG-H metadata like
loudness or DRC parameters.
Audio signals that are fed into the format converter are
referred to as input signals in the following. Audio signals that
are the result of the format conversion process are referred to
as output signals.
Within the format converter module, there are two major
building blocks, i.e., a rules-based initialization block and
the active downmix algorithm. Both are described in the
following.
1) Initialization – Determination of Decoder Generated
Downmix Gains: The first sub-module derives optimized
downmix coefficients mapping the channel configuration of
the format converter input to the output loudspeaker layout. It
is applied, if no matching downmix configuration is found in
the bit stream.
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During the initialization, the system iterates through a set of
tuned mapping rules for each input channel. Each rule defines
the rendering of one input channel to one or more output channels, potentially complemented by an equalizer curve that is to
be applied if the particular mapping rule has been selected. The
iteration is terminated at the first rule for which the required
output channels are available in the reproduction setup, thus
selecting the particular mapping rule. Since the mapping rules
have been ordered according to the anticipated mapping quality during the definition of the rules, this process results in
selection of the highest-quality mapping to the loudspeaker
channels that are available in the reproduction setup.
The rules have been designed individually for each potential
input channel incorporating expert knowledge, e.g., to avoid
excessive use of phantom sources when rendering to the available target loudspeakers. Thus the rules-based generation of
downmix coefficient allows for a flexible system that can adapt
to different input/output configurations, while at the same time
ensuring a high output signal quality by making use of the
expert knowledge contained in the mapping rules. Note that
the initialization algorithm compensates for non-standard loudspeaker positions of the reproduction setup, aiming at the best
reproduction quality even for asymmetric loudspeaker setups.
In general the rules-based derivation of downmix matrices covers the downmix gain generation for usual target
loudspeaker configurations, including those with nonstandard loudspeaker positions. In order to always provide a best-effort downmix solution even for arbitrary, very
unusual loudspeaker configurations, the MPEG-H Format
Converter includes an optimized Vector Base Amplitude
Panning (VBAP) [32] matrix generator as a “fallback” solution. Similar to the rules-based matrix derivation, this matrix
generator has been tuned to avoid undesired phantom sources
that would be present in matrices from plain, non-optimized
VBAP solutions.
2) Active Downmix Algorithm: Once the downmix
coefficients have been derived, they are applied to the input
signals in the actual downmix process. MPEG-H uses an
advanced active downmix algorithm to avoid downmix artifacts like signal cancellations or comb-filtering that can occur
when combining (partially) correlated input signals in a passive downmix, i.e., when linearly combining the input signals,
weighted with static gains. Note that high signal correlations between 3D audio signals are quite common in practice
since a large portion of 3D content is typically derived
from 2D legacy content (or 3D content with smaller loudspeaker setups), e.g., by filling the additional 3D channels with
processed copies of the original signals.
The active downmix in the audio decoder of the MPEG-H
system adapts to the input signals to avoid the issues outlined
above for passive downmix algorithms: It applies a frequency
dependent energy-normalization to the downmix gains that
preserves the energy of the input signals that have been
weighted by the downmix coefficients. The active downmix
algorithm is designed such that it leaves uncorrelated input
signals untouched, thus eliminating the artifacts that occur in
passive downmixes with only minimum signal adjustments.
Operating on a STFT representation of the signals with a hop
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Fig. 18. Audio object described as linear combination of loudspeaker vectors.
For simplicity, the 2D VBAP case is shown here with two instead of three
base vectors.

size of 256 samples and 50% overlap, the active downmix
introduces a short algorithmic delay of only 256 samples,
thus helping to allow for short tune-in times of audio and
audio-visual devices.
C. Generic Object Rendering in MPEG-H
Generic Object-rendering in MPEG-H consists of two main
processing parts:
• Rendering of position
• Rendering of spread in width and height dimension
The individual algorithms are described in detail below.
1) Rendering of Position: The rendering of audio objects
on arbitrary trajectories is realized by an object renderer that
applies Vector Base Amplitude Panning (VBAP) [32] as shown
in Fig. 18.
As input the renderer expects the geometry data of the
target rendering setup, one decoded audio stream per transmitted audio object and object metadata associated with the
transmitted objects, e.g., time-varying position data and gains.
Two extensions have been included over a generic triangulation and VBAP rendering to improve the perceptual rendering
result, especially for arbitrary loudspeaker setups:
Firstly, the object renderer in MPEG-H is complemented
by a generic Delaunay triangulation algorithm that provides triangle meshes adapted to the specific geometry of
the reproduction loudspeaker setup. It uses an extended
Quick Hull algorithm, which was designed to yield leftright and front-back symmetric triangulation meshes, thus
avoiding asymmetric rendering of symmetrically placed sound
objects. This enables object rendering for arbitrary target
configurations.
Secondly, in order to prevent uneven source movements and
to avoid the need to restrict object coordinates to the regions
supported by the physical loudspeaker setup, imaginary loudspeakers are added to the target setup in regions where the
resulting triangle mesh would not cover the full sphere around
the listener. This extension ensures the provision of a complete
3D triangle meshes for any setup to the VBAP algorithm.
The signal contributions rendered by VBAP to the imaginary loudspeakers are downmixed to the physically existing
loudspeakers. The downmixing gains for mapping virtual to
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available loudspeakers are derived by distributing the virtual
loudspeakers’ energy equally to the neighboring loudspeakers.
A triplet-wise panning is used for 3D setups and for all other
setups, as all setups are extended by imaginary loudspeakers,
if necessary. For this, the audio object is applied to a maximum
of three loudspeakers. All calculations are performed for each
loudspeaker triplet. The triplets are defined by the loudspeaker
triangulation as described above.
Metadata is conveyed for every audio object at defined
timestamps. To get a smooth transition when metadata changes, the loudspeaker gain factors are interpolated
linearly between adjacent timestamps and applied on a persample basis.
2) Rendering of Source Extent in Width and Height
Dimension: MPEG-H further features a gradual spread parameter that gives the content creator an additional degree of
freedom to express artistic intents. It allows spreading the
energy of objects over multiple loudspeakers, thus creating
the perception of audio sources with increased extent. The
spread algorithm in MPEG-H is based on Multiple Direction
Amplitude Panning (MDAP) [33].
This method involves the computation of a set of panning
gains gscaled,m for M = 18 MDAP directions pm around the
p.
original object panning direction p0 = 
The determination of the MDAP directions requires the
computation of two base vectors, u and v. These MDAP directions form a specific vector pattern with its centre being the
original object direction.
A circular pattern is used to render objects with uniform
spread in width and height dimension. An elliptical pattern is
used for objects with non-uniform width and height spread.
The elliptical form is realized by using the ratio of the values
of width spread and height spread to scale the base vector v.
D. Enhanced Object Rendering in MPEG-H
In addition to the described generic object rendering algorithms, the MPEG-H 3D Audio Low Complexity Profile also
contains the definition of enhanced object rendering features
beyond rendering of position and 2D spread. These additional features can be part of future implementations that want
to provide a superior user experience by the deployment of
additional object-based rendering technologies.
The processing of the enhanced object rendering features
is then mainly conducted in the metadata pre-processor module as a pre-processing step to the VBAP- and MDAP-based
rendering steps. The processing itself relies on additional
enhanced object metadata descriptors as part of the overall
MPEG-H 3D Audio metadata scheme.
The following metadata descriptors and corresponding processing steps are defined:
1) Rendering of Object Divergence: The MPEG-H 3D
Audio divergence parameter (0.0 (“no divergence”) and 1.0
(“full divergence”)) indicates the amount an object is split
symmetrically into a pair of virtual objects, such that a phantom object is created in the position of the original object,
as shown in Fig. 19. The position of the virtual objects can
be defined with the use of an additional parameter called
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Fig. 19. Relation between the divergence metadata parameter and the object
gain in the divergence processing.

Fig. 20. Exemplary azimuth mapping function for screen-dependent scene
scaling/remapping.

“azimuthRange” and the gain of the objects is dependent on
the divergence value.
2) Screen-dependent Scene Scaling: The geometric positional data of screen-related objects is mapped to a different
range of values by the definition and utilization of a mappingfunction (called “screen-related remapping”), as shown in
Fig. 20. The remapping changes the geometric positional
data as a pre-processing step to the rendering, such that the
renderer is agnostic of the remapping and operates unchanged.
The screen size of a nominal reference screen (used in the mixing and monitoring process) and local screen size information
in the playback room are taken into account for the remapping.
If no nominal reference screen size is given, default reference
values are used assuming a 4k display and an optimal viewing
distance, resulting in a 58◦ viewing angle.
3) Usage of Exclusion Sectors: In MPEG-H 3D Audio it is
possible to define so-called “exclusion sectors”. All loudspeakers that are located within the excluded sectors are not used
during the rendering of the associated objects. The exclusion
of loudspeakers is based on the ideal reproduction loudspeaker
position, as the sectors are defined on the encoder side where
the real reproduction loudspeaker positions may not be known.
4) Closest Loudspeaker Playout Processing - Snap: It can
be defined that an object should not be rendered but directly be
played back by the loudspeaker which is closest to the geometric position of the object indicated in the dynamic metadata.
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A conditioned closest loudspeaker playout can be defined.
A magnetic area around an object is then specified by a threshold angle parameter. The object only snaps to a loudspeaker
if the object is close enough to a loudspeaker. Therefore, only
the speakers within the defined magnetic area are considered.
5) Rendering of Diffuseness: It is possible to define objects
with a specific diffuseness (between 0.0 and 1.0). For each
object with a diffuseness bigger than zero, two signal versions
are created: A “direct sound part” and a “diffuse sound part”.
The direct sound part is the normal rendered object output. The
diffuse sound part is created by replicating the object audio
content to the number of total available reproduction speakers
(without LFEs) N. LFE speakers are not considered for the
reproduction of the diffuse part. Each of these N signals is
filtered with a decorrelation filter. The decorrelation filters are
defined informatively.
Both the direct sound part and the diffuse sound part for
each object are in addition weighted with a gain factor, which
is dependent of the diffuseness value of the corresponding
object. The direct sound part is sent to the object renderer
module, which renders position and spread, the diffuse sound
part is directly sent to the mixer that combines the different
signal paths.
6) Rendering of Distance and Depth Spread: For distance
rendering an informative description is included in MPEG-H
3D Audio. The approach used employs methods of signal processing to render objects with a defined distance that can be
nearer or further away than the original loudspeaker distance.
The object radius parameter is mapped to a distance factor,
describing the distance relationship of objects and speakers. Dependent on this distance factor, the original object is
copied to additional specific positions. The multiple object
instances are then adjusted in level with different gain factors,
a specific gain ratio implies the perception of “nearness” or
“distance.”
If an object should be rendered behind the reproduction
speakers, the object instances are additionally decorrelated
with individual decorrelation filters, e.g., according to the
filters defined for diffuseness rendering. This results in a lowering of phase coherence and inter-aural coherence.
Rendering of object depth (depth spread) can also be realized by the means of the described informative distance
rendering. Rendering of object depth is also only defined
informatively in MPEG-H 3D Audio.
To make use of the depth spread value, which is transmitted
in case of non-uniform spread, the corresponding object is
rendered at multiple distances:
• Once at the “front” of the depth expansion
• Once at the “back” of the depth expansion
• Once at the original distance
The rendering of width and height spread by the use of
18 additional MDAP directions is then only applied to the
object at the original distance.
E. Scene-based Audio Rendering
To listen to the HOA content over loudspeakers, HOA content is rendered into loudspeaker feeds. This process is
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efficiently carried out within the MPEG-H decoder by
multiplying the decoded HOA content with a rendering matrix.
This matrix can be generated based on the number of decoded
HOA coefficients and the number and locations of the loudspeakers in the reproduction environment.
In contrast to channel-based audio, the upmixing and then
downmixing to accommodate loudspeaker configurations that
differ from the configuration for which content was intended
is not necessary in scene-based audio.
The HOA order N (and therefore the number of (N+1)2
HOA coefficient signals) does not dictate the number of
loudspeakers or a certain loudspeaker arrangement. Even
HOA content of small orders (e.g., second order = 9 reconstructed HOA coefficient signals) can be rendered to a large
loudspeaker array; and reconstructed HOA content with
a higher order (e.g., sixth order, 49 HOA coefficient signals)
can be rendered to stereo. This all just depends on the rendering matrix, which adapts to the conditions in the listening
environment.
Although the MPEG-H decoder is equipped with state-ofthe-art HOA rendering capabilities, content creators may want
to use a different HOA renderer perhaps for artistic reasons or
simply as a means to differentiate. To maintain artistic intent,
the same HOA renderer has to be used in consumer devices.
This can be accommodated in MPEG-H which allows the
transmission of HOA rendering matrices within the bit stream.
By exploiting left/right symmetries within the loudspeaker
configurations as well as rotation symmetries between the
spherical harmonics, HOA rendering matrices can be efficiently compressed and stored into a dedicated MPEG-H bit
stream extension payload.
When rendering the HOA content according to the reproduction environment the MPEG-H decoder will prefer the
transmitted rendering matrices over the default rendering
process if appropriate.
F. Binaural Rendering in MPEG-H
The MPEG-H 3D Audio standard decoder contains a module for binaural headphone rendering. This binaural rendering module includes two tools for binaural rendering:
A frequency-domain binaural rendering is included, as well
as a time-domain binaural rendering, which has an additional mode to directly create binaural headphone signals from
HOA content.
The frequency-domain binaural renderer shown in
Fig. 21 can be used for generating binaural headphone
signals for all types of input content (channel-based and/or
object-based and/or scene-based). It takes loudspeaker feeds
as input signals. The frequency-domain binaural processing is
carried out as a decoder process converting the decoded signal
into a binaural downmix signal that provides an immersive
sound experience when listened to over headphones.
The processing is conducted in the QMF-domain
(Quadrature Mirror Filter domain, see [16] for a detailed
explanation). Parameterized binaural room impulse
responses (BRIRs) are used to generate the binaural
headphone signals. The BRIRs are split into a so-called
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Fig. 21.

Frequency-domain binaural rendering.

“D&E” part, containing direct sound and early reflections,
and a late reverberation part.
The QMF-domain audio signals are processed with the
QMF-domain D&E parts of the BRIRs by means of a
convolution.
For efficient processing an FFT-based partitioned fast convolution is implemented on-top of the QMF-domain bands.
A partitioned FFT transform is calculated for each QMF band
of the audio input signal and each QMF band of the D&E
BRIRs and the convolution is conducted in this “pseudo-FFT
domain”. The FFT size and the partitioning are frequencydependent and based on the RT20 reverberation time in each
band of the used BRIRs. This QMF-domain fast convolution
is also referred to as Variable Order Filtering in Frequency
domain (VOFF).
A sparse QMF-domain reverberator (SFR) is used to generate 2-channel QMF-domain late reverberation. The reverberator uses a set of frequency-dependent RT60 reverberation
times and energy parameters, calculated from the late reverberation parts of the BRIR set to adapt the characteristics of the
reverberation. The waveform of the reverberation is based on
a stereo downmix of the QMF-domain audio input signal. The
late reverberation is adaptively scaled in amplitude dependent
on the number of currently active channels.
The convolutional result and the reverberator output are
combined by a mixing process that band-wise adds up the
two signals forming a combined output signal.
In the upper QMF bands (usually band 48 and higher)
a QMF-domain tapped delay line (QTDL) is used instead of
convolution and late reverb generation.
The filters used for the convolution, as well as the reverberation times and energies for the reverb generator and the
parameters of the QTDL block are provided by an adaptive
filter parametrization technique of the BRIRs, which is also
defined in the MPEG-H 3D Audio standard.
VI. DYNAMIC R ANGE AND L OUDNESS C ONTROL
A. Overview
The dynamic range and loudness control tools of MPEG-H
support audio processing in the following main categories:
• Loudness control of single program items and the entire
program.
• Dynamic range control of single program items.
• Peak and clipping control.
• Ducking for voice-over applications.
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Typically, a combination of these different processing categories is required to achieve a desired adaptation of the audio
characteristics. For example, to normalize the audio content
to a high target loudness level, dynamic range compression is
needed to provide the required headroom and additional peak
limiting should be performed to avoid clipping distortions.
The specific features provided by MPEG-H for each of these
functional categories mentioned above are outlined in this
section. Whenever necessary, all functions work together to
produce the most suitable output for a given playback scenario.
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Fig. 22. Legend for loudness and DRC related illustrations. Loudness is
measured in LKFS according to [34].

B. Loudness Control
The MPEG-H system can automatically provide consistent loudness of the reproduced audio content at the decoder.
This is accomplished in two steps: Loudness Normalization
aligns the loudness between program items under different
playback conditions and Loudness Compensation additionally
compensates for loudness changes due to user interaction.
1) Loudness Normalization: MPEG-H supports mandatory loudness information that is included in the metadata of the MPEG-H stream. Various loudness measurement
systems (e.g., ITU-R BS.1770-4 [34], EBU R-128 [35],
ATSC A/85 [36]) are supported in order to fulfill applicable
broadcast regulations and recommendations. It is possible to
specify whether a loudness descriptor relates to the loudness
of the full program or whether it refers to a specific anchor
element of the program such as the dialog or commentary.
The general concept of loudness normalization is illustrated
in Fig. 23, where the meaning of the different bars is shown
in Fig. 22. The thick horizontal line in Fig. 22 corresponds
to the measured loudness of the considered audio item. The
light bar represents the loudness range [37] and the top of the
dark bar illustrates the peak level [34] of the audio item. It
is important to note that the loudness range of an audio item
is closely related to its dynamic range, i.e., a large loudness
range indicates high dynamic range audio, and consequently,
a small loudness range implies a reduced dynamic range of
the audio item.
Fig. 23 shows three example items of a broadcast program.
The top of Fig. 23 illustrates the case of unprocessed program
items. None of the three different program items matches the
target loudness level at the decoder, where the commercial and
the sports program are too loud and the movie’s loudness is
too low compared to the desired target level. After loudness
normalization has been applied, as illustrated at the bottom of
Fig. 23, the playback loudness of all three program items is
the same and matches the desired target level at the decoder.
Note that the loudness range and the signal peak relative to
the program loudness remain unchanged after loudness normalization, since loudness normalization is performed based
on a time-invariant normalization gain derived from the difference of the loudness of the original program item and the
target loudness level for playback at the decoder.
More advanced loudness related parameters including loudness range, maximum short-term and maximum momentary
loudness, production mixing level and room type (see ITUR BS.1771-1 [38], EBU R-128 [35] [37], ATSC A/85 [36]),

Fig. 23. Example of loudness normalization for three program items having
different loudness.

as well as signal peak information can be optionally transmitted in the MPEG-H metadata if desired. A detailed overview
of supported descriptors is provided in [25].
DRC processing or downmixing for format conversion may
potentially change the loudness of the original audio content. Loudness information of the program after applying
a specific DRC or performing format conversion can be additionally included in the metadata to compensate for any related
loudness variation.
In case the MPEG-H stream contains multiple presets of
the same program, loudness information can be input for each
of them separately at the encoder. This enables immediate
and automated loudness control for interactive and personalized audio reproduction. For example, when the user switches
between different presets the loudness normalization gain is
instantaneously adjusted.
2) Loudness Compensation: MPEG-H allows users to
dynamically interact and control the rendering of individual
audio elements as described in Section II.A.3). For example,
the level of a dialog or commentary object within the program
mix can be changed through a corresponding control interface
provided to the user in the receiving device. However, when
increasing the level of the dialog object, the overall loudness
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Fig. 24. Illustration of the loudness compensation concept for user interaction
with the dialog object gain. The height of each bar corresponds to the loudness
portion of the dialog object and the channel bed, respectively.

of the resulting mix will also be increased compared to the
original preset. This behavior interferes with the requirement
of consistent loudness and preservation of signal headroom.
Therefore, MPEG-H includes a tool to compensate for loudness variations due to user interaction with rendering gains.
The loudness compensation tool is based on metadata included
in the audio stream that provides the measured loudness for
each signal group or object that is part of the program mix.
From these individual loudness values, a compensation gain
is determined after any gain interaction by the user, which
is then applied together with the loudness normalization gain.
The loudness compensation concept is illustrated in Fig. 24 for
the example of a program consisting of a dialog object and
a channel bed.
On the left hand side of Fig. 24, the loudness of the original preset is shown, where the different bars correspond to the
loudness portion of the dialog object and the channel bed. In
the center, the loudness distribution is shown if the level of the
dialog is increased and no loudness compensation is applied.
Obviously, increasing the level of a dialog object also results
in an increase of the overall loudness of the full program mix.
The right-hand side depicts the loudness distribution within the
mix after applying the loudness compensation gain to restore
the desired decoder target loudness. As can be seen, the relative level of the dialog object to the channel bed in the mix
is increased as desired, where this effect is partly achieved by
boosting the dialog, but also by attenuating the channel bed
signals when applying the loudness compensation gain.
C. Dynamic Range Control
Traditionally, Dynamic Range Control (DRC) is associated
with compression, i.e., reduction of the dynamic range by
means of a dynamic range compressor. This results in softer
segments of an audio item being louder and/or loud segments
being softer. A simple dynamic range compressor generates
time-varying gain values that are applied to the audio signal
to achieve a desired compression effect.
Instead of applying the gain values immediately, MPEG-H
employs a reversible approach: The DRC gain values are provided as metadata accompanying the audio content such that
they can be applied at the receiver if desired. If no DRC processing is required, the audio remains unchanged and is played
back without any modifications. The DRC configuration data is
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fully controlled at the encoder and consists of static information describing the different DRC configurations included in
the DRC metadata and dynamic data representing encoded
DRC gain sequences. The temporal resolution of the encoded
DRC gains can be chosen to be as low as 1 ms and thus
allows for transmitted DRC sequences meeting requirements
of professional dynamic range control. The efficient gain coding schemes offered by the DRC tool avoid undesirable high
bit rate overhead for the dynamic DRC metadata.
There are various parameters specified in [1] and [15] that
can be used to control the DRC processing, where important
examples include:
• Compressor characteristics that are used to compute the
DRC gain sequences.
• The target level range for which the DRC configuration is
optimized. This relates to the appropriate playback target
levels commonly used for different reproduction devices
and scenarios (e.g., AVR, TV, mobile device).
• The DRC effect types provided by a certain DRC configuration. They serve a wide range of scenarios such
as Late Night Listening, Noisy Environment, Dialog
Enhancement, or General Compression.
• The frequency band configuration for flexible multiband
DRC processing.
• The target loudspeaker configuration: Unique identifiers
define whether a DRC configuration is designed for processing the original content format or for playback with
a specific loudspeaker setup (e.g., optimized for stereo
playback).
• Preset identifiers to indicate that a DRC configuration is
assigned to a specific preset of the original audio program.
The configuration and gains of several independent compressors can be included in the DRC metadata to achieve
optimized compression effects for various playback scenarios. The DRC system allows specifying separate DRC gain
sequences with different compressor characteristics for single
channels or groups of channels, individual objects or groups
of objects, HOA content or different pre-defined presets of
the program. Several DRC configurations can be defined, each
consisting of a well-defined set of DRC gain sequences. At the
decoder, the appropriate DRC configuration is automatically
selected considering the given target loudness level for playback, the desired DRC effect type, the reproduction setup, the
selected preset of a program or other user input.
It is common practice to use different compressors for different playback target levels. While for low playback target
levels only moderate or even no compression is desired, high
target levels imply the need for a considerable amount of signal compression. Typical relations of target level and dynamic
range for different receiver types are illustrated in Fig. 25.
It shows practical examples for three different target levels,
representing typical choices as used for playback over AVRs,
TVs, and mobile devices.
Consequently, a specific target level range is defined for
each DRC configuration in the MPEG-H bit stream to identify the most suitable one for a given playback system.
Fig. 26 illustrates an example of three different sets of DRC
configurations that are designed for specific receiver types
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Fig. 25. Typical relations of target level and dynamic range for different
receiver types.
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Fig. 27. Illustration of dynamic range characteristics after processing with
the default DRC configuration for TV and a DRC configuration with effect
type “Late Night”.

Fig. 28.
Narration object signal (top) and corresponding ducking gain
sequence (bottom) applied to the main program.

Fig. 26. Illustration of the target level range information included for different DRC configurations (so-called DRC sets). The dashed line indicates the
desired target loudness for this example.

(AVR, TV, mobile device) and that declare corresponding
target level ranges.
The DRC effect types supported by MPEG-H cover a wide
range of use cases and include: Late Night Listening, Noisy
Environment, Dialog Enhancement, and General Compression.
Fig. 27 illustrates a comparison of regular playback on TV
with watching a movie late at night. For the latter case, loud
parts of the movie should be attenuated, e.g., to avoid disturbance of family members or neighbors, while soft parts of the
dialog should still be intelligible at low listening levels. This
results in a reduced dynamic range compared to the audio
signal after processing with the default DRC configuration for
a high-quality receiver type.
The user of an application can request DRC effect types
via the control interface of the decoder.
D. Peak and Clipping Control
There are several processing steps within the MPEG-H
decoding that can potentially lead to clipping of signal peaks.
The most important examples for such processing steps are
loudness normalization to high target levels; downmixing to
a lower number of playback loudspeakers during format conversion of channel-based content; and user interaction with
rendering gains, where the level of certain objects or channel

groups is increased. Usually, the dynamic range and loudness
control tools described above will largely prevent the signal
from exceeding the maximum peak level. To avoid annoying
audible distortion due to digital clipping that may still occur,
the MPEG-H decoder includes a high quality peak limiter at
the very end of the decoder processing chain.
E. Ducking
Ducking of audio content is often employed if an audio signal is overlaid over the main audio signal, such as narration,
director’s commentary, video description, and other related
use cases. In common approaches the main audio signal is
attenuated when the narration is active. The attenuation and
transitions can be precisely controlled and delivered by the
dynamic range control tool of MPEG-H. The realization of
ducking via encoder generated gains transmitted within the
DRC metadata eliminates the look-ahead needed in traditional
playback systems.
The ducking gain sequences for the main audio program are
coupled to a corresponding audio object or track. The ducking
of the main program is automatically performed if, e.g., the
user activates video description or selects a pre-defined preset
including it.
Fig. 28 illustrates the signal of a narration object and the
corresponding ducking gain sequence.
VII. MPEG-H T RANSPORT
A. Encoder Output
The output of the MPEG-H encoder typically consists of
several data structures or syntax elements: mpegh3daFrame
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Fig. 30.
stream.

The output of the MPEG-H encoder is packed into the MHAS bit

Fig. 31.

MHAS packet structure.

Fig. 29.
Construction of an audio pre-roll: Copying and including the
AU(n-1) to AU(n), AU(n-1) is stored as an AudioPreRoll-Extension payload
in AU(n).

carrying the compressed audio bitstream as byte-aligned
access units (AUs), mpegh3daConfig carrying the corresponding configuration data, and mae_AudioSceneInfo carrying the
Audio Scene Information. The decoder is unable to properly process an AU unless it first receives the corresponding
configuration data.
Note that the number of time domain samples obtained
after decoding one AU depends on the core coder sample rate
specified in the configuration. See Table III for more details.
AUs may have two properties, which are important on the
transport layer:
• Independency: An AU with this property is independent
from all previous AUs and contains all data needed for
the decoder to be able to decode this AU. This property is signaled by setting to 1 the usacIndependencyFlag
(or indepFlag in the following), the very first bit in the
mpegh3daFrame() syntax element.
• Audio Pre-Roll: An AU carrying the AudioPreRoll extension contains the information of the previous AUs to
allow the decoder compensation of its startup delay, the
so-called pre-roll, e.g., for gapless stream switching.
Fig. 29 shows how an encoder might insert the Audio
Pre-Roll into an AU. An AU containing the Audio Pre-Roll
with the indepFlag set, is called an Immediate Playout
Frame (IPF), as a decoder could start decoding this AU to
obtain valid samples from the very beginning. Along with
a configuration an IPF can be used to generate a Random
Access Point (RAP).
B. MPEG-H Audio Stream Format
The MPEG-H Audio Stream (MHAS) format is a selfcontained, flexible, and extensible byte stream format to carry

MPEG-H Audio data [1] using a packetized approach. It
uses different MHAS packets for embedding coded audio
data (AUs), configuration data, and additional metadata or
control data. This allows for easy access to configuration or
other metadata on the MHAS stream level, without the need to
parse the complete bit stream. Furthermore, MHAS allows for
sample-accurate configuration changes using audio truncations
on decoded AUs.
Fig. 30 illustrates the workflow of packing the output of
a MPEG-H audio encoder into a MHAS stream.
MHAS can either be encapsulated into a MPEG-2 Transport
Stream or ISO Base Media File Format (ISOBMFF), as
described below.
A MHAS stream is byte aligned and is built from consecutive MHAS packets. An MHAS packet consists of a header
with packet type, label, length information and the payload,
see Fig. 31.
The most common MHAS packet types are:
• MPEGH3DACFG (CFG) carrying the mpegh3daConfig()
payload,
• MPEGH3DAFRAME
(FRAME)
carrying
the
mpegh3daframe() payload,
• AUDIOSCENEINFO
(ASI)
carrying
the
mae_AudioSceneInfo() payload,
• SYNC for transmission over channels where no frame
synchronization is available, and
• AUDIOTRUNCATION (TRNC) carrying the audioTruncationInfo() payload, see below.
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Fig. 32.
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Applying a truncation to decoded samples of an AU.

Fig. 34. A regular MPEG-H ISOBMFF file in contrast to a fragmented
MPEG-H ISOBMFF file (based on [2]).
Fig. 33. Example of a configuration change from 2.0 to 7.1+4H in the
MHAS stream.

The packet label is used to differentiate between several
configurations in one MHAS stream (in case of configuration
changes or DASH rate adaptation) and to differentiate between
main and auxiliary streams in a multi-stream environment, e.g.,
if multiple streams are merged into one MHAS stream.
1) Audio Truncation: The MHAS format offers the
possibility to transmit truncation information via the
AUDIOTRUNCATION packet. The truncation information is
used to discard a certain number of audio samples from the
beginning or end of a decoded AU as shown in Fig. 32. This
can be used for alignment of decoded audio data to the video
frame boundaries.
The audioTruncationInfo() syntax element inside the
AUDIOTRUNCATION packet contains a flag to signal if the
truncation information should be applied, a flag to signal left
or right truncation (truncFromBegin) and the number of samples to discard. This syntax element is used whenever decoded
time domain samples from an AU should be truncated.
2) Configuration Changes: The MHAS format offers the
possibility to perform configuration changes (e.g., from stereo
to 7.1+4H) in the stream. Using the audio truncation information as described above, the configuration change is possible
with an accuracy of one audio sample. Fig. 33 shows an
example of an MHAS packet sequence that implements a sample accurate configuration change from stereo to 7.1+4H
immersive configuration.
Note that with the new configuration (in this example
for 7.1+4H) the packet label of the stream has to change
compared to the previous (in this example 2.0) configuration.
C. Encapsulation of MPEG-H into ISOBMFF
Most of today’s adaptive streaming and broadcasting
technologies are based on the ISO Base Media File
Format (ISOBMFF) [39].

A regular ISOBMFF file usually consists of a movie header
(moov box) and the encoded media (mdat box) (Fig. 34 top).
In a fragmented ISOBMFF file, each fragment is preceded by
a fragment header (“moof”) followed by that fragment’s mdat
box (Fig. 34 bottom).
When ISOBMFF is the container format in a streaming environment, usually fragmented ISOBMFF files are used, with the
fragment header and its respective mdat box comprising the
smallest accessible entity [40], [41].
1) Sample Entries: Each media track in an ISOBMFF file
identifies the encapsulated media by a Sample Entry [39] and
a respective four-character code (FourCC). The MPEG-H 3D
Audio standard defines four Sample Entries for its encapsulation in an ISOBMFF track: “mhm1”, “mhm2”, “mha1” and
“mha2” [42].
For “mha1”, a single, static configuration (mpeg3daConfig)
is stored in the movie header and the mdat box contains
just a sequence of AUs. For “mhm1”, instead of plain AUs,
MHAS packets are stored in the mdat box. While there still
can be a static configuration available in the movie header,
e.g., to initialize a decoder, MHAS can contain packets of
type MPEGH3DACFG [1]. This allows configuration changes
to be signaled inside the actual media stream.
A similar mechanism [43] is well established for AVC [44]
and HEVC [45] and supports the need for dynamic reconfiguration in broadcast and streaming environments.
The samples entries “mha2” and “mhm2” are used if the
audio scene is distributed over more than one track or file,
e.g., in a scenario where the main audio stream is received
by broadcast, and auxiliary streams, such as additional languages, are made available on-demand via broadband. The
difference between “mha2” and “mhm2” is the same as the
difference between “mha1” and “mhm1”, where the former
encapsulates plain AUs and the latter encapsulates MHAS
packets.
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Fig. 35. A fragment containing more than one RAP. Samples with gray
background are RAPs.

2) Random Access: The presence and location of a Random
Access Point (RAP) (Fig. 35) in the ISOBMFF is signaled by
an entry in the sync sample table, which in the case of regular
ISOBMFF files is part of the movie header. For subsequent
movie fragments, RAPs are signaled by setting the
sample_is_non_sync_sample [39], [42] flag to 0 for
the respective ISOBMFF samples in the fragment header
shown in Fig. 35.
In case of mhm1 or mhm2, a RAP ISOBMFF sample consists of a CFG, an ASI and a FRAME MHAS packet. The
FRAME packet of a RAP contains an IPF.
Since tune-in into a broadcast stream or bit rate adaptation
in a streaming scenario is typically done on movie fragment
boundaries, every movie fragment starts with a RAP. For
bit rate adaptation, the applyCrossfade [46] bit inside
the AudioPreRoll() extension element should be set to avoid
audible artifacts when switching between audio streams.
3) Configuration Changes: In both broadcast and streaming
scenarios, it may be necessary to dynamically switch configurations, e.g., when the content changes between programs
or during advertisement breaks. MPEG-H typically uses fixed
length audio frames with 1024 audio samples per frame at
48 kHz sampling rate, while common video frame rates are
50 or 59.97 frames per second. Thus, audio frame boundaries and video frame boundaries usually do not align. In
order to allow for video frame-accurate configuration changes,
the audio frame needs to be trimmed to match the respective video frame. This is achieved by embedding MHAS
AUDIOTRUNCATION packets with left or right truncation
instructions into the MHAS stream.
Fig. 36 shows how this concept works with an example
transition from 2.0 stereo to 7.1+4H immersive audio at time
tx . In this example both audio streams are encoded with the
same audio frame size.
Please note that in the transition phase two AUs covering the
same time span are transmitted. The MHAS truncation mechanism ensures that a decoder will produce the correct amount
of audio samples. The first AU of the new configuration will
be configured as a RAP.
If an ISOBMFF sample (in case of “mhm1” or
“mhm2”) contains a right or left truncation, the
sample_duration [39] (or the sample_delta in
case of a regular ISOBMFF file) value need to be adjusted
accordingly [42].
Streaming systems, especially in case of live streaming,
often require movie fragments of a fixed duration. Table IV

Fig. 36. Configuration change example: With MHAS audio truncation the
transition is captured and realized at an audio sample exact position.

shows how this can be achieved. (The same example values
are also used by Fig. 35.)
D. MMT and ROUTE/DASH
MPEG Media Transport (MMT) [47] and Real-Time Object
Delivery over Unidirectional Transport (ROUTE)/Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [48] are the transport protocols specified in ATSC 3.0. A detailed overview
can be found in [49]. Both transport protocols transmit fragmented ISOBMFF files containing Sample Entries “mhm1” or
“mhm2”.
1) ROUTE/DASH: MPEG-DASH [40] specifies segment
formats (ISOBMFF fragments) and the Media Presentation
Description (MPD). ATSC 3.0 defines ROUTE [48] to deliver
MPEG-DASH content via broadcast.
DASH-IF defines interoperability points for signaling of
MPEG-H [50] in the DASH MPD. It supports signaling of
MPEG-H stream properties, such as language, accessibility
information, role, or “content interactivity”, for both single stream and multi-stream use cases. For multi-stream use
cases, additional interoperability points are defined, such as
the Preselection Element, Selection Priority, or Labels.
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tested TV audio system is explained. This includes practical
testing to gain information on system requirements, development of additional technology to integrate into professional
and consumer infrastructures, and the construction of a test
bed to verify the operation of the system.
A. Field Tests During MPEG-H Development

Fig. 37.

An MPEG-H MPU based on [47].

The signaling information contained in the MPD enables the
receiving device to perform an early selection process before
the audio decoder is initialized. This is especially helpful if
there are several streams available in a broadcast stream, or
if additional optional streams are available on-demand over
broadband networks.
2) MMT: One of the building blocks of MMT [47] is
the Media Processing Unit (MPU) [51], which contains either timed, as shown in Fig. 37, or non-timed
media data. In addition to the usual components of a fragmented ISOBMFF file (movie header, fragment header,
media data), an MPU contains an mmpu box, containing unique information about the current MPU, i.e.,
the mpu_sequence_number [47].
To signal MPEG-H in an ATSC 3.0 system, the Audio
Stream Properties Descriptor has been defined in [48].
This descriptor is embedded in the MMT Signaling Message
(“mmt_atsc3_message()”) and provides information about the
MPEG-H streams associated with the asset IDs signaled in
the descriptor. The descriptor contains basic information about
the MPEG-H stream, such as language, accessibility information, role, “content interactivity” and signaling of available
audio/aural representations of the emergency information. This
descriptive information can be signaled for each preset defined
in the Audio Scene Information.
For multi-stream use cases the main stream is always delivered as an MMT broadcast stream and its descriptor provides
signaling information for identifing the auxiliary streams. The
auxiliary streams can be delivered within the same MMT
broadcast stream using different asset IDs, or over broadband using DASH delivery. In the latter case, the auxiliary
streams signaled in this descriptor are linked to audio adaptation sets in the DASH MPD using the “bundle_id” and the
“stream_id” identifiers.
The signaling information contained in the Audio Stream
Properties Descriptor enables the receiving device to perform
an early selection process as described above.
VIII. A DAPTING MPEG-H FOR TV B ROADCASTING
The MPEG-H 3D Audio standard describes a state of the
art audio codec and renderer, but does not address how that
codec is used in actual end-to-end systems. In this section,
the adaption and extension of MPEG-H into a complete and

Experience with next-generation audio in TV broadcasting
has been limited so far. There have been experimental broadcasts with immersive sound using the NHK 22.2 system and
using the Dialog Enhancement system currently standardized
in DVB. Prior to the development of the system described in
this paper, the authors are not aware of any tests using immersive sound and interactivity together, or converting immersive
feature films from the cinema for broadcast playback.
Thus, field tests [52] were conducted during the development of the system to ensure that it would meet the
requirements of TV broadcasting. These tests were conducted
at live sports broadcasts by recording the host broadcaster’s
audio console signals, as well as supplemental microphones,
and then mixing and encoding the signals later in the studio.
These tests included:
• Winter extreme sports competition (skiing, snowboarding,
snowmobile racing) carried on a major cable network
• Summer extreme sports competition (skateboarding,
motorcycle racing) carried on a major cable network
• NASCAR race (with pit crew radios) using material from
NASCAR
• DTM (European race series) auto race carried on major
European sports channels
Production of the interactive objects, such as commentary
or sound effects, was easy, as they existed as signals on the
sound mixer’s console or could be routed from the broadcast
infrastructure at the event. In some cases, sound effects from
spot microphones were mixed as a separate object to allow
testing if viewer adjustment would be useful. The control range
of a few objects was also limited in order to experiment with
such limits.
Adding immersive sound elements was more challenging.
Immersive sound is new to sports and will need experience to be used well in an aesthetically convincing way.
Since these tests were conducted through the courtesy of
host broadcasters, only limited accommodations for pickup of
immersive sound could be made in the time before broadcast. Two techniques were used for capturing immersive
sound: channel-based microphone trees or shotgun arrays and
spherical sound field microphones for capturing scene-based
audio.
For channel-based recording, one technique is to construct
microphone trees from eight ordinary cardioid microphones
pointing towards each corner of a 60-90 cm cube. For scenebased audio capturing, an array of 16 to 32 microphones
mounted in a typically 8 cm large metal sphere may be used to
capture a sound image. Of course, broadcasters may find that
existing microphone arrangements for surround may be also
adapted for 3D sound by supplementing them with additional
microphones for the overhead channels.
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A sound image capture approach may work well for some
events, where a 3D microphone can be placed appropriately to
capture crowd ambience and other natural sound. For example, 3D microphones worked well to capture the audience
sound in half-pipe snowboarding and skateboard ramp events.
In other sports, such as downhill skiing, they were impractical for capturing action sounds due to the length of the
course.
TV sound is as much about creating an engaging experience through sound design as it is about realistic capture of
the live sound, and thus spot microphones, such as practically
arranged pairs or groups of shotgun microphones, have been
employed to augment or replace 3D microphones. Existing
spot microphones of the host broadcaster were also panned (in
one case dynamically) to help create a detailed and immersive
sound image.
Similarly, tests of converting immersive feature film sound
mixes from cinema formats to MPEG-H were made. This
included listening tests by the film’s sound mixers to validate that the creative intent of the sound mix was preserved
during MPEG-H playback in consumer environments. These
tests were more straightforward since the film mixes consist
of a channel bed containing mid-plane sounds and objects
for overhead sounds. Object sounds and their positions were
recovered from the film’s final sound mix and converted to
channel plus object and HOA representations in MPEG-H for
consumer playback.
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Fig. 38. Switching of HD-SDI signals including the control track signal on
audio channel 16 to carry MPEG-H metadata.

In the use of the MPEG-H system over HD-SDI, metadata for the audio signal is collected into packets synchronized
with the video signal and is modulated with analog-channel
modem techniques into a Control Track signal that fits in the
audio channel bandwidth. This signal is unaffected by typical filtering, resampling, or scaling operations in the audio
sections of broadcast equipment.
Since the signal includes a guard interval around vertical
sync, frame accurate transitions in the audio are automatic as
the metadata switches simultaneously with the audio without
corruption, as shown in Fig. 38. As the Control Track is just
a timecode-like audio signal, it can also be carried as another
audio track in audio or video editing systems.
C. Splicing Bit Streams at Video Frame Boundaries

B. Adapting the System to HD-SDI Broadcast Infrastructure
Although it is expected that TV broadcasters will move to
IP-based infrastructure in the future, most TV broadcast signal distribution today uses the HD-SDI standard [53], which
provides a minimum of 16 48 kHz/24 bit PCM audio channels embedded in each video signal. 16 channels are adequate
to carry audio for most MPEG-H productions, but somehow
metadata for loudness control, object names, positions, and
ranges, as well as the overall composition of the audio scene
must be transmitted or stored. The authors have proposed
that simple broadcasts could be conducted with fixed settings
or independently stored XML data to program the MPEG-H
encoders used [54].
Eventually, productions may evolve to using dynamically
positioned objects, or the operational complexity of managing out-of-band metadata may become too large. In this case,
a method for carrying metadata within the SDI signal must be
employed.
While standards exist for carrying metadata in the vertical
or horizontal interval of the SDI format [55], much existing
equipment does not support them. An alternate approach is
to dedicate an audio pair for carrying a metadata data stream
or typically, a complete compressed audio stream [56]. This
creates an operational burden as each piece of equipment has
to be programmed and maintained to treat the channel pair as
a “data mode” signal, where no crossfades, filtering, resampling, or gain changes are performed that would cause the
audio channel to not be stored and transmitted in a bit-exact
manner.

While the Control Track allows SDI signals programming
to be cut or switched at any video frame, this creates a concern for the following MPEG-H encoder. Like all perceptual
audio codecs, MPEG-H performs time/frequency transforms
on a frame basis, with a frame typically being a multiple of
1024 audio samples. The relations between audio and video
sampling clocks, raster sizes, video frame rates, and audio
codec frame lengths result in there typically being several
seconds between instances of exact frame alignment between
audio and video frames. This means that a given codec audio
frame may contain two different channel formats or scene
descriptions if there is a cut at a video frame boundary during the audio frame. Unfortunately, the audio encoder cannot
encode two channel formats in one audio frame, and this
situation has to be resolved.
One approach is to change the audio frame length to
a shorter value that aligns with a given video frame rate, so that
an audio frame will only have one configuration. This leads
to reduced audio quality for a given bit rate, as the frequency
resolution of the time/frequency transforms is reduced.
Instead, in the MPEG-H encoder, a frame consisting of
the final audio samples before a video cut is encoded, and
another frame consisting of the initial audio samples following a cut is encoded, as shown in Fig. 39. Information is sent
in the bit stream indicating the appropriate point to transition
between the two frames. This requires encoding and sending
an additional audio frame in the bit stream and thus causes
a temporary peak in the instantaneous bit rate, but this peak
is absorbed by the decoder’s input buffer, just as peaks from
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Fig. 39. Splicing of codec audio frames to accommodate a new program with
different channel configuration beginning at video frame 2. Audio frame B
from the previous program is truncated at the decoder output and the playout
of audio frame C begins concurrent with the start of video frame 2.

difficult-to-encode audio frames are. This approach offers the
ability to cut a program at any video frame boundary while
using standard-length audio codec frames for the best coding
efficiency.
D. Adapting Existing Broadcast Audio Consoles for
MPEG-H Mixing
Today, no TV audio consoles support audio beyond
5.1 channels.1 Audio consoles for remote production are also
surprisingly complex, given the mixing and routing needed
in sports productions, and are expensive to replace. Thus, an
accessory monitoring unit was developed to transform an existing 5.1 console into one suitable for MPEG-H production. This
MPEG-H Audio Monitoring and Authoring Unit (AMAU),
shown in Fig. 40 replaced the monitor controller of the console
with one that would drive up to 12 loudspeakers and provide
downmixes of immersive sound formats.
It is envisioned that broadcasters may prepare some “preset” mixes in addition to the default mix for the casual
viewer to quickly choose from. Thus, separate guide metering was included to allow rapid checking of the loudness on
each preset, as well as switching to allow monitoring each
preset mix.
The parameters of preset mixes, as well as labels describing them and the related audio objects, have to be created.
This involves the authoring function of the monitoring unit,
which has a web interface to enter this information, as well as
the channel configuration, user control range limits, and other
parameters into Audio Scene Information for the program. The
scene information is constantly encoded in the Control Track
along with the loudness and dynamic range metadata for each
preset.
Another feature needed is the ability to pan objects in three
dimensions in order to track action on screen. The AMAU
includes a joystick interface and WebGL panning display for
this purpose.
E. MPEG-H in Editing and Post-Production
Ideally, production tools would have support for immersive
audio built-in today, with audio being imported and exported
1 Except for special consoles built for experimental use with the NHK
22.2 system.

Fig. 40.

MPEG-H Audio Monitoring and Authoring Unit (AMAU).

in file formats such as ADM-BW64 that support MPEG-H
metadata, and the tools allowing the creation and editing of
audio scene and interactivity metadata. Of course, such tools
would support panning of objects in three dimensions along
with conversion between and downmixing of immersive audio
formats, as well as previewing consumer interactivity.
Unfortunately, even tools for the more mature cinema industry used for non-interactive immersive sound mixing have not
reached this level of support, relying on plug-ins (auxiliary
software integrated at run-time through host tool programming
interfaces such as VST or AAX) and external hardware to mix
immersive sound.
In the development of the MPEG-H system, work was conducted in parallel on tools for live production and those for
off-line or post-production. Live tools were given priority since
the live case imposes much more demanding requirements on
the tools and underlying MPEG-H technologies.
Concepts used for the live case, including the Control
Track signal, may be used as a transitional strategy for postproduction editing. Audio for the MPEG-H system with the
Control Track can be recorded on existing video servers and
ingest into current video editors and digital audio workstations.
Editing can be performed at any frame just as with stereo or
surround content, even when different MPEG-H audio formats
are concatenated, as shown in Fig. 41.
Changing the audio scene, panning, or loudness metadata requires regenerating the Control Track signal with an
Audio Monitoring and Authoring Unit. This can be done
by playback in the editing software with punch-in recording
enabled for the channel containing the Control Track.
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Fig. 41. Editing a highlight reel of test bed content in several audio formats
in Adobe Premiere using the control track for carrying audio metadata. Items
N150, R 154, F 144, (live), and P 152 were used from Fig. 42.

Using the AMAU allowed editing the majority of the content used for field tests and the test bed described below, as
shown in Fig. 41. Simultaneously, work has been conducted
to transfer the software libraries developed for the AMAU to
plug-ins for software editing applications. These plug-ins can
generate or edit the Control Track internally through dialogs
presented in the host application. Work is underway on companion applications to translate Control Track based files to
and from ADM-BW64 files.
F. Constructing a Test Bed for System Validation
In order to test the MPEG-H system design and discover
any missing features or performance limitations, as well as test
the use of the system by broadcast creatives, the consortium
constructed a test bed representative of a complete TV network
signal chain from a remote broadcast to a consumer’s receiver.
The test bed was organized into four rooms:
• A simulated remote truck where pre-recorded microphone
signals from an extreme sports event were mixed and
panned live on an unmodified audio console equipped
with a MPEG-H Audio Monitoring and Authoring Unit.
• A Network Operations Center (NOC) where the live
remote truck signal was switched under automation control with recorded programming from a video server.
• A local affiliate station, WMPG-TV, where local commercials were produced and inserted into the network feed.
• A consumer living room where the content was played
back on a set-top box and prototype 3D sound bar.
Immersive feature film excerpts could also be received
from the MPEG Network’s Cable Movie Channel on the
set-top box.
The test bed was designed to make use of existing commercially available equipment where possible and to be operated
by broadcast industry personnel. Demonstrations were run
continuously on a fixed schedule by playout automation in
the NOC and WMPG-TV during the NAB 2015 convention
and at a special demonstration event organized by the ATSC
in August 2015.
In order to test the different modes and possibilities of the
MPEG-H system, content was prepared in 13 different formats,
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as shown in Fig. 42. This allowed testing system features such
as the transmission of metadata for dynamic objects and the
frame-accurate switching of content in different formats using
the Control Track signal.
As shown in the block diagram in Fig. 43, the testbed
included three audio/video links between facilities: A contribution link from the remote truck to the NOC, a distribution
link from the NOC to WMPG-TV, and an emission link from
WMPG-TV to the living room. These links were operated
using MPEG-H for audio and AVC for video, multiplexed
into an MPEG-2 transport stream and transmitted over an IP
network.2
Since commercial MPEG-H encoders and decoders were not
yet available during the design of the testbed, encoders and
decoders were constructed using the GStreamer framework.
All encoders and decoders shared the same hardware platform
and software framework.
Encoders and decoders for contribution or distribution and
those for emission differed only in the configuration of the
software framework. Contribution and distribution encoders
operated with a fixed channel mapping that encoded 15 audio
channels at a higher contribution-quality bit rate. The control
track was demodulated and the metadata transmitted as digital
side information in the MPEG-H bit stream. The contribution/distribution decoders decoded the 15 audio channels and
regenerated the control track from the metadata. The emission
encoder encoded the audio to the channel configuration given
in the control track and performed configuration changes as
required by different content formats. The set-top box rendered the audio to the connected loudspeakers or to the 3D
soundbar.
G. Operational Examples
1) Recommended Bit Rates: Subjective listening tests using
MPEG-H 3D Audio were conducted during the development
of the MPEG-H 3D Audio standard in MPEG, in the ATSC
3.0 standards development process, and on other occasions.
Based on the test results, the bit rates shown in Table V for
a given configuration can be recommended. Using these bit
rates ensures a constantly excellent audio quality for broadcast
applications.
It should be noted that these bit rates reflect the current
status of the encoder development and may change to lower
values over time. They do not include the overhead of transport and metadata side information. Typically, TV broadcast
audio is transmitted at “broadcast quality” (4.0 or greater rating according to BS.1116). The MPEG-H system may also
be operated at lower bit rates for services with restricted
bandwidth or in adaptive streaming to preserve audio during
network congestion.
2) Legacy 5.1 Operation: The MPEG-H system may be
easily used in situations for legacy content in 5.1 surround
or stereo without explicitly considering the advanced nextgeneration audio system features. For example, 5.1 surround
2 The authors chose MPEG-2 TS transport since DASH/Route and MMT
standards were not sufficiently mature at the time the test bed were designed.
Meanwhile, broadcast encoders and TV sets implementing MPEG-H audio,
HEVC video and ATSC 3.0 transport have become commercially available.
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Fig. 42. Program log showing audio formats used in the test bed. (H indicates overhead Height channels, statO indicates static objects, and dynO indicates
dynamic (moving) objects). The schedule repeated every twenty minutes during demonstrations.

TABLE V
R ECOMMENDED C ORE B IT R ATES FOR E XCELLENT AUDIO
Q UALITY FOR B ROADCAST A PPLICATIONS

may be carried as shown in Table VI. The six channels of audio
are supplied in the embedded HD-SDI input (or four HD-SDI
inputs for 4K video) of the ASTC 3.0 encoder. Program loudness of the content is pre-normalized to -24 LKFS or other
standard value, and standard legacy downmixing gains are
used. The MPEG-H encoder configuration is set by encoder
menus.
3) Stereo with VDS and Dialogue Objects: A more
advanced use case is to provide dialogue and video descriptive services as separate objects to the ATSC 3.0 encoder.
This allows receiving devices of visually impaired viewers
to automatically enable the video description narration with
appropriate ducking of the main audio. Regular viewers hear
the normal dialogue of the program. In this case, a mix-minus
of natural sound, music and effects is provided as stereo, and
the main dialogue and video description narration are provided
as mono channels to the ATSC 3.0 encoder. The MPEG-H
encoder configuration is set by encoder menus or possibly
automation signals.
4) 5.1+4H Immersive Sound with VDS, Multiple Language
Dialogue, and Auxiliary Objects: In this case, the example

above is expanded to immersive sound in 5.1+4H and by
adding additional languages as well as a team radio channel (which is not part of the normal broadcast mix but is
enabled by viewer interaction). In this case, the control track is
used during production or post production to provide the metadata needed to configure the MPEG-H encoder and to label
the audio objects. The object for team radio requires a label
that varies from one program to the next, thus the control
track needs to be used instead of a fixed encoder configuration. With the control track, programming may be normalized
to a standard loudness value, or agile loudness metadata may
be carried in the control track.
IX. A DAPTING MPEG-H FOR C ONSUMER D ELIVERY
A. User Interfaces for Audio Control
Consumer electronics TV products have traditionally
included one interactive control for audio – volume. With the
MPEG-H system, content can have multiple preset mixes as
well as many individual controls for object prominence levels
or even spatial positions. A user interface must be provided in
consumer devices for selecting and controlling these options.
Given that the user will naturally operate the remote control
(or similar user interface) for the source device he is watching,
it is most convenient to place the MPEG-H user interface software on the source device, so that he only has to use a single
remote control.
To achieve this, the MPEG-H system allows the functions
of MPEG-H audio decoding and MPEG-H user interactivity
handling to be separated, as shown in Fig. 44. The MPEG-H
system combines all user interface related tasks into the
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Fig. 43.
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Block diagram of the test bed.

MPEG-H UI manager component. The MPEG-H UI manager component is a separate module that can be integrated
in the device that is responsible for the user interface (e.g.,
by On-Screen-Display) rendering. The MPEG-H UI manager
component inserts additional information into a processed
MPEG-H bit stream, as shown in Fig. 45, so that the user
inputs are considered in the subsequent MPEG-H audio decoding step. This technique allows the user interface to reside in
the source device, such as a TV or set-top box, while the
MPEG-H audio decoding is done in an audio/video receiver
or soundbar. This technique also allows easy partitioning of the
MPEG-H software between processors, even if all MPEG-H
functions are in the same device.
B. Control Persistence
Programming that includes interactivity requires that user
settings can be maintained for recent programs. For example,

Fig. 44. Processing GUI interactivity commands in a source device and
including MHAS USERINTERACTION Packets in the MHAS stream for
processing by an MPEG-H decoder in a sink device.

if a user selects a certain mix preset for a program or adjusts
an audio object’s presence, his or her expectation is that the
setting will be maintained for the duration of the program. The
program may be interrupted by commercials or news bulletins
or the user may momentarily switch to another channel. Thus,
the user control settings for each recent content item are stored
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TABLE VI
HD-SDI E MBEDDED AUDIO C HANNEL A SSIGNMENTS
FOR O PERATIONAL E XAMPLES

Fig. 46.
3D soundbar designs: (above) First-generation design. (below)
Second-generation design. Wall-mounted loudspeakers in the left photo were
used for discrete playback to simulate professional monitoring and enthusiast
listening.

Fig. 45.
Separation of MPEG-H UI manager from MPEG-H decoder
component.

in the playback device (i.e., TV or STB) under the control of
the MPEG-H user interface manager.
C. Interconnectivity in the Home Environment
While provisions have been made in the HDMI 2.0 and
2.1 standards for carrying up to 32 channels of immersive audio, these portions of the standards have not been
implemented in any consumer devices. For the near future,
MPEG-H must rely on the features of HDMI 1.4 for transport between connected devices in the consumer’s living room.
A related issue is that consumers often prefer to connect their
audio/video receiver or soundbar to the TV or display instead
of inserting it before the TV in the signal chain. This requires
use of the Audio Return Channel (ARC) feature of HDMI
1.4 to carry the audio from the TV to the audio device in

the backwards direction on an HDMI cable, or the use of the
legacy S/PDIF cable.
The MPEG-H system has several modes to operate within
these constraints. In all cases, compressed MPEG-H bit
streams using MHAS format can be carried in forward or
ARC paths using the standard IEC 61937 [57] packing.
MPEG-H has also been included in the latest version of
the CTA-861 [58] standard for EDID negotiation to discover
MPEG-H device capabilities over HDMI.
In some cases, it may be desirable to carry uncompressed
rendered immersive audio over HDMI. For this purpose,
the above standards support FIAS, a format for packing
PCM data into the HBR Audio Stream Packet introduced in
HDMI 1.3. FIAS supports uncompressed audio in loudspeaker
configurations up to 9.1 + 4H.
D. Immersive Sound Playback with 3D Soundbars
Although individual loudspeakers provide the highest spatial accuracy and were used in the professional rooms of the
test bed, the expense of installing ceiling-mounted loudspeakers for immersive sound at home likely limits this approach
to enthusiasts. In order to enable mainstream consumers to
experience immersive sound, a “3D Soundbar” as shown in
Fig. 46 was developed. The initial concept prototype used in
the test bed was a frame of loudspeakers surrounding the TV.
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Fig. 47.
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Timeline of MPEG-H development in ATSC 3.0.

This was later reduced to a traditional soundbar form suitable
for consumer manufacturing. The soundbar connects to the TV
or other program sources over traditional HDMI 1.4 connections and provides a realistic immersive sound image within
a wide listening area.
E. Rendering for Tablet Playback and Virtual Reality
In addition to the rendering available in the MPEG-H standard, the system offers the possibility to interface to external
renderers. For example, to demonstrate playback of immersive content on tablet computers, the MPEG-H system decoder
was combined with Fraunhofer Cingo, a proprietary binaural rendering product used in tablet computers and virtual
reality headsets. This allowed rendering using the tablet computer’s internal loudspeakers for handheld playback. In virtual
reality applications, for realistic playback the rendering must
be adjusted for the user’s head position to align the audio
image with the video viewport. This rendering to head tracking
data is provided by Cingo for all MPEG-H formats – channels,
objects, and scene-based components. MPEG-H also includes
the metadata needed to mark certain signals as non-diegetic
so they are rendered without head tracking.
X. MPEG-H AND THE ATSC 3.0 P ROCESS
A. Early Planning
In 2010, the ATSC held a symposium on new technologies
for next-generation broadcast television. At that time, some of
the authors wrote in a submitted paper:
A completely different approach is to leave the
concept of channel-based audio production behind,
and use an object-based approach instead. In this
solution, a number of audio objects are described,
along with a scene description, and these parameters are transmitted to the receiver, which renders the
audio signal in accordance with the physical audio
reproduction setup in the user’s environment. This
solution will provide for all possible setups, including perhaps those not yet envisioned at the time

of the system’s introduction. The optimal solution
would support reproduction techniques like wave
field synthesis or ambisonics.
In 2012 a working group of the ATSC was formed to consider
audio systems for the ATSC 3.0 standard. A consortium of
companies, including those of the authors, made a proposal to
the working group in November 2013 for developing a system
based on the upcoming MPEG-H 3D Audio standard, as shown
in Fig. 47.
B. Call for Proposals and the Evaluation Process
In December 2014, the ATSC issued a call for proposals for
an ATSC 3.0 audio system, describing the desired features of
a new audio system and its evaluation process. The MPEG-H
consortium system was proposed in March 2015 along with
two other systems. These systems were evaluated for basic
audio performance in a pre-screening phase and two systems
continued into a formal multi-site double-blind listening test.
This test showed both systems offered satisfactory audio quality, with a preference for the MPEG-H system on some content
items, particularly items with speech where the speech coding
tools of the MPEG-H codec could be employed.
In May and June 2015, evaluators from the ATSC conducted
visits to the proponent’s laboratories to evaluate demonstrations of the features required by the call for proposals. Both
systems were evaluated to have met the ATSC requirements.
In July 2015, the ATSC organized a special demonstration
event where proponents could demonstrate their systems. The
MPEG-H test bed (see Section VIII.F) was demonstrated at
this event.
In November 2015, the ATSC elevated both systems to
Candidate Standard status with a recommendation to use one
system per region. In November 2016, both systems were
elevated to ATSC Proposed Standards.
XI. C ONCLUSION AND THE F UTURE
Testing in the MPEG-H testbed and during the ATSC
3.0 standards development process has proven the MPEG-H
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TV Audio System meets the requirements of broadcasters for
a next-generation audio system. MPEG-H has been adopted
as a Proposed Standard in ATSC 3.0 and has been selected
by South Korea as the sole audio system for ATSC 3.0 broadcasting. Test broadcasts using MPEG-H in ATSC 3.0 began
in Korea in November 2016 and full broadcasting service is
planned for February 2017. It is expected that TV receivers for
ATSC 3.0 (including the MPEG-H system) will go on sale to
Korean consumers in February 2017 and that Korean broadcasters will broadcast the 2018 Olympics in Pyeongchang,
South Korea in UHD and MPEG-H.
MPEG-H is also now a part of the DVB UHD standards
family and is being considered for other TV standards.
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